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We're Staying On Top 
Of An Ever-changing 

World 

McGavren Guild Radio conducted a 
Marketing Research Speaker Series in 1987. 
Representatives from numerous companies 
in the foreground of marketing research 
were invited to share their latest products, 
technology and ideas with us. 

Participants in the series included Arbitron 
Ratings, Birch/Scarborough Research, Impact 
Resources, International Demographics, 
Marketron, Mediamark Research and Tapscan. 
The result? McGavren Guild Radio 
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continues to have the most knowledgeable 
marketing sales team in the business. This 
translates into added dollars for our client 
stations, as well as local and national 
advertisers. 
McGavren Guild Radio.- Marketing 

Research Speaker Series is another example 
of its ongoing commitment to excellence. 
For further details, contact Jane S,:hoen, 

marketing research director, 212 916-0598. 

McGAVREN GUILD RADIO 
Innovative Leadership 



"We've climbed from a 4.0 ( 12 --E) 
to a 10.8** in two years!" 

"Over two years ago, when we took over 
KKAT in Salt Lake City, the station was #10* 
with adults 25 to 54. Today, we're #l** and 
have been since the summer book. 

Research may be fundamental to most 
successful broadcasters these days, but it still 
comes down to interpretation and developing 
the right strategic plan. Working with The 
Research Group provides a clear definition of 
our marketplace and lends confidence to what 
we instinctively feel about ourselves. We enjoy 
a frank, one-to-one relationship. Through 
continued audience and music research we 
have been able to check our pulse and that of 
our market. 

We came to Salt Lake City with a definite 
mountain to climb and, as a part of our team, 
The Research Group has provided us with an 
objective, yet realistic, task. Their methods of 
analysis and goal setting are vital to the success 
of any broadcaster who comes to the arena not 
just to compete, but to win. 

We're here to win, as our track record 
shows, and that's why we work with The 
Research Group." 

Dennis Gwiazdon, General Manager 
John Marks, Program Director 
KKAT-FM 

▪ Fall 1985 Arbitron M-S, 6A-I2M, MSA. 
** Fall 1987 Arbitron M-S, 6A-12M, MSA. 

The Research Group is the choiçe of America's most successful 
broadcasters for a good reason. Anyone can do "research" and bring a station 
answers to questions. The Research Group brings the right information to do the 
job and then uses a special system of strategic planning—based upon advanced 
techniques of marketing warfare—to help improve and solidify your ratings in 
desirable demographics. That makes The Research Group uniquely qualified to 
help you win—and stay strong—in tough, competitive environments. 

In almost every field, there is a companY that has write a reputation as the leader. 

The Research Group 
Radio's Strategic Research Team 

METROPOLITAN PARK, SUITE 1200, 1100 OLIVE WAY • SEATTLE, WA 98101 • (206)624-3888 



In The Radio Rep 
Business, Some Names 

Have Become 
Synonymous With 

Success. 

Banner Radio 

Christal Radio 

Katz Radio 

Republic Radio 

Katz Hispanic 
Radio 

Katz Radio Group. 
The best. 
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On 
Account 

Management 
"In our business, the only 

thing you can absolutely count 

on is change. 

Every day, we face the 

challenge of new competition: 

satellite newspapers, magazine 

networks and.cable television 

are all competing for the same 

national ad dollars as radio. 

At Durpetti & Associates, 

we view change as an opportunity, 

and recognize the importance of 

value-added selling, especially 

in a changing sales environment. 

From account development 

strategies to strategic selling, we 

are always looking for ways to be 

better. Not only for our client 

stations, but for the advertising 

community as well. 

It's all part of our commitment 

to stay one step ahead of the 

competition and deliver the 

order to you. After all, isn't that 

what you hire a rep for?"• 
John Fabian, Executive Vice President, Eastern Division Manager 
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IT'S EASY TO 
UNDERSTAND. 
That's why more than 80% of satellite-using 

radio broadcasters choose Westar. Because 
Westar IV makes it easy to understand and take 
advantage of satellite technology. 

ADD MORE MARKETS 
No matter where in the U.S. you want high-

quality distribution of your programming, Westar 
IV makes it simple. One target market or many. 
All 50 states and Puerto Rico. Westar IV is in 
perfect position to serve you. The best orbit 
location in the communications satellite business 
— 99 degrees West Longitude. 

It's a position matched only by that of the 
company behind Westar IV — Western Union. 
The most radio service experience. Leadership 
in ground support and satellite technology. 

... FOR LESS. 
With Westar IV, you get maximum benefits 

from the shared savings inherent in aggregation. 
You can expand your network with minimal 
incremental hardware costs. And, with tariffs 
lifted, Westar rates are better than ever — 
as little as $1000 per month! 

The best spot above America. The most 
experience at the service of your industry. 
Proven, long-term availability. And surprisingly 
affordable. 

To learn more, call: 201 825-5397 

WESTERN UNION 

WESTAR 
SATELLITE SERVICES 

One Lake Street • Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458 



NOW MORE THAN EVER  

THE 
PUBLICATION 
RADIO PEOPLE 
REALLY READ 
The latest publication readership research is in 

and, once again, RADIO ONLY is number one 
in paid circulation, shows higher readership, and 
is the leading publication in terms of how 
thoroughly radio managers read it ... way above 
both Broadcasting and Radio & Records. 
RADIO ONLY is the one they really read — 

cover to cover, story by story — because it gives 
them what they can use to improve their businesses 
every month. 

So if you want to reach radio executives 
effectively, you'll want to be in RADIO ONLY 
every month. 

Radio Only 

°Mee prospecting for business. But the account exec 

tied a different tactic. 

He waved a copy of a Sunday classified real estate se-c.» 

I rom The Baltimore Sun and said. Find Your ad ' 

t took a hunt through those tiny 

rectangles to find the company's 

I ---" \ 
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That sold the realty agency on 

WLIF-FM. And, to this day. the firm 1 

,Ises radio to advertise every week-

end when people are in their cars 
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Radio's David vs. Goliath 
Thank you for the exposure you 

gave CHUC-AM in February's 
Radio Only. 
While the coverage is ap-

preciated, I hope you will find 
space to print a brief footnote: 
The article gave the impression 

that CHUC-AM is a one-man op-
eration, which is certainly not 
true. Like any good business, we 
rely on solid team-work and input 
from everyone. In addition, CHUC-
AM was not failing in 1985. It was 
however, recovering from the 
depths of bankruptcy, and making 
strides in the right direction. 
I feel fortunate to have come 

aboard at the right time. 
Dave Sawyer 

Program Director 
CHUC-AM 

Cobourg/Port Hope, ONT 

Look-Alike Diary Direct Mailers 
in your January 1988 issue, in 

your Marketing and Promotion 
section, you write of a direct mail 
campaign in which "look-a-like" 
diaries are being used to hype sta-
tions ratings. You not only point 
out the two stations that are mass 
mailing these look-a-like mail 
pieces, but also advocate that 
other stations do the same. 
By advocating look-a-like 

diaries, you're also attempting to 
manipulate the Arbitron diary 
panels. Obviously, if people see 
one, there will be a transference to 
the other and certainly by putting 
a monetary award on these look-
a-likes, the inference is that when 
they get the regular Arbitron diary 
the same will hold true. Obviously, 
the intent is to bias the ratings. 
Advocating this kind of activity 

is, in the opinion of the EMRC, un-
ethical and an attempt to warp the 
entire diary ratings systems. 

Melvin A. Goldberg 
Executive Director 

Electronic Media Rating 
Council, Inc. 
New York, NY 

Smaller Market Stations 
Lhave been a regular subscriber 

of your publication for about three 
years now. I consider Radio Only 

to be one of the finest sales tools 
available to anyone working [in] 
this industry. 
There has yet to be an issue that 

I cannot glean meaningful truth 
and inspiration from, news to pass 
along to my clients, articles to 
show programming, etc. However, 
there is something I feel is still 
missing from Radio Only. What? 
More attention to radio markets 
under 1,000,000 population. 
KBZY-AM is located in Oregon's 

third largest market. Our TSA 
population is roughly 280,000-
310,000. Salem is 50 miles south 
of Portland, Oregon's most densely 
populated city. Due to that fact, we 
sit under what is called,"Portland's 
Umbrella." As a small/medium 
size market, we constantly fight 
this "umbrella" objection by agen: 
cies which feel that no life exists 
outside the Portland Metro city 
limits. 
What am I looking for? More 

articles aimed at smaller market 
operations such as ours. In addi-
tion to ways we can run promo-
tions, get research, etc., with little 
or no money expended. Unlike the 
larger markets, stations such as 
ours can't afford to dole out $37,000 
for MART studies, or irect mail 
promotions. And I don't feel that 
we're alone in this boat either. 

Perhaps Radio Only could 
develop a special section geared 
especially for smaller market sta-
tions? Or devote entire special is-
sues twice a year to the unique 
situations and issues facing small 
markets? It would be much ap-
preciated by myself, and I am sure 
other individuals in a similar situ-
ation. Thank you for considering 
our needs. 

Bruce W. Bjorkman 
Marketing Department 

KBZY-AM 
Salem, OR 

The RADIO ONLY editorial staff in-
vites any letters, comments, sugges-
tions and criticisms our readers have 
regarding the magazine. Please for-
ward your remarks to RADIO ONLY, 
1930 E. Marlton Pike, Suite S-93, 
Cherry Hill, NI 08003-4210. 

Over $600 million 
in radio deals ›, 

in the last two years'. 
That's more than 
anyone in history. 

That's no accident. 

GARY STEVENS & CO. 
fneefrtiaie, 

Broadcast Mergers 

Acquisitions 

Investment Banking Services 

230 Park Avenue Suite 2740 
New York, N.Y. 10169 

(212)697-0240 
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as you can say Arbitron 
in Quick as you can say 

Arbitron, you can easily 
"crunch" estimates, dayparts, 
demos. Define audiences by 
more than just age and sex. 
AND get professional 
presentations in a flash. 

egg Quick as you can say 
Arbitron, our Pç 

applicationAlandle mor'è 
information than ever before. 
In the time it takes you to 

ARBITRON RATINGS 
1988 Arbitrei Bergs Cori 

slip a diskette into your 
personal computer, you can 
have at your fingertips all the 
information you need for 
decisions that pay off. 

Call your Arbitron 
representative today. 

Let us show you how our PC 
applications save you money 
so you can make more 
money every day. Quick as 
you can say Arbitron. 



THOUGHT STARTERS 

Defending a 
Highly Rated 
Station Against 
Competitive 
Attack 
• Increase the perception of hav-

ing lots of winners on your radio 
station by placing winners from 
previous days, even months. Do 
not do a wrap-around promo with 
a formal open and close, but rather 
drop the call itself over the intro of 
the song. It sounds as if the call 
just happened again. 

• If your noon-time oldies show 
is attacked by a similar midday 
program: Encourage listeners to 
sell the benefit of your program 
saying "how really good it is." This 
allows you to remain humble and 
shows that the audience likes your 
program the most. Feature guest 
hosts from oldies acts. Take your 
show on location once a week. Tie 
in a promotion and give away a 
jukebox filled with oldies. 

• Attract attention to your out-
door campaign when a competitor 
dwarfs it by purchasing more 
billboards. Print 50 percent of the 
billboards upside down. The radio 
station then goes on the air and an-
nounces to listeners: "We need 
your help in correcting the Billboard 
Bungle. We have placed a bounty 
on billboards that are upside down. 
Drop us a postcard giving us the 
locations of those billboards you 
are aware of. Then listen for your 
name. When you hear it, you have 
X minutes to call in and claim 
(cash prize)." The promotion is 
open to any contestant 18 years of 
age or older. They must list on a 
postcard the exact billboard loca-
tion of at least one bungled board. 
The boards should actually be 
posted for two weeks prior to the 
contest. You will want to make 
sure that the audience is aware 
there is something wrong with the 
billboards. Names announced on 
the air should be placed into surge 
hours for your radio station or 7 a.m. 
-8 a.m., 10 a.m.-11 a.m., 4 p.m.-5 
p.m., 7 p.m.-8 p.m. and midnight 
to 1 a.m. -By Mike McVay 

MARKET 
RESEARCH 
For Radio Managemert 

• Focus Groups 

• One-On-One Interviews 

• Strategic Market Studies 

• Macro Groups 

• Auditorium Music Tests 

Call us to discuss your custom research needs. 

Spectrum Reseaidi 
1808 Landmark One/Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 

609/795-7990 

NUMBER ONE 
IN TIME SPENT 
READING* 

The one publication radio executives really read. 

•1988 Managers Study conducted by The Research Group. For a copy call 
Jerry Del Colliano at (609) 424-6800. 
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THOUGHT STARTERS 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE 
TRAFFIC, ACCOUNTING 

AND MUSIC 
ON ONE COMPLETE SYSTEM. 

No matter which Boss you're playing — from Sinatra to Springsteen — 
Automated Business Concepts new IBM-AT & AT Compatible package lets 
you be the boss. 

From now on your on-air people can have music, commercials and 
programs all on one form. Title, artist, category, length, time of play and other 
music-related data can be easily programmed. No need to have Traffic on one 
system, Music on another. Sales left to its own. This new efficiency can be 
yours for an affordable price. 

For information and a free brochure check off the Reader Service Card in 
the back of Radio Only or call Carol Peluso for faster action at (713) 496-3775 
or (619) 566-8920 (collect). 

Complete integration of vital radio operations at a fraction of the cost thanks 
to IBM-AT & AT Compatible equipment and Automated Business Concepts 

Automated 
Business 
Cot Kepts 

The Radio Computer Specialists 
10650 Treena St., #201. San Diego, CA 92131 

See us forademo in booth 1651 at the NAB in Las Vegas orat the BFM in New Orleans. 

NEXT ISSUE FREE 
Try INSIDE RADIO at no risk. See today's 

INSIDE RADIO, the weekly newsletter for radio 
executives like you. 

Not yesterday's news. Tomorrow's trends. Useful 
sales and programming information. All you need to 
start your week ahead of the competition„ 

From the publishers of RADIO ONLY. 

Ffj1M-- .rtkUrr:-J 
Please send me a free issue of INSIDE RADIO. 

NAME ITTLE 

COMPANY TELEPHONE 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

THIS IS MY C1 HOME ADDRESS n BUSINESS ADDRESS 

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL (609) 424-6800 

How to Get 
Higher Rates 
• Understand that people aren't 

buying specific spots, they are buy-
ing what they think the spots will 
do for them. Ask clients to help 
you paint a picture of the results 
they want before you start discus-
sing your rates. People are willing 
to pay a higher price to get things 
they really want. 

• Use emotion strategically. 
Once after closing a substantial ( 70 
ads/week) sale with a "spec" tape, 
I mentioned the buyer's biggest 
competitor, Pete. I said to the de-
cision maker, "Can you imagine 
what Pete's reaction will be when 
he hears your ad on his clock radio 
Monday morning?" The client 
looked at me, smiled and said, 
"Let's run ten more." Stress busi-
ness and personal goal setting. 
Salespeople who are committed to 
written goals are less vulnerable to 
rate objections. They take the 
steps necessary to get to their goals 
and don't blame their failure on 
management pricing policies. 

• People have two kinds of 
budgets, time budgets and money 
budgets. Show clients how extra 
services you will provide can save 
them. Then sell them on the fact 
that each hour of, their time is 
worth far more than the little extra 
they'll be paying your station to 
write copy, produce the ad, handle 
co-op billing, etc, 

• ,One seminar participant re-
lated an incident you inay find 
helpful. A car d& aler said, "Your 
rates are too high." He itsponded, 
"I know they're too high. You're 
going to buy it a*-Yway aren't 
you?" The client answered, "Yes." 
Sale closed. 

• Make sure that the customer 
knows what's included in the 
price. Break, out all the services 
that the radio station provides: 
Needle drops, low-priced or free 
production, computerized billing, 
copywriter services, sound effect 
libraries, creative consultation, 
systematic follow-up service. 
-By Chris Lytle 
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Your job is programming your network. Our job 
is to el;minate the hassies of your satellite 
link. Be a part of the SCS Radio Network 
System and take advantage of satellite tech-
nology that sets the standard for audio 
delivery. Check out what SCS has to offer: 

More Affiliates — More than 2000 radio stations 
receive audio from Westar V and SCS. 

More Power — The SCS carrier operates at 39 
dBw — that's about two hundred times 
stronger than a typical 16 dBw SCPC system. 

Less Cost — SCS downlink costs are low. As low 
as $1200 per site for a complete downlink — 
delivered. 

More Punch — Up to 90 dB S/N and dynamic 
range. 

Less Interference — SCS was designed to cut 
through terrestrial interference so installation 
problems are practically nonexistent. 

More Possibilities — Our network capabilities 
allow you the flexibility to uplink from any-
where, using Ku or C-Band terminals. 

Less Hassle — Our small 2 Meter downlink is 
easy to ship, install and use. 

AD'  0 

CT 
NETWORK 
SERVICES 

Don't go it alone ... Call 1-800-331-4806. 



Relax... 
and Make 
Money. 

Times change. Formats come and 
go. Remember disco and mellow? Now, 
here comes oldies again. 

Make no mistake. Easy Listening 
has had its share of changes. It's not 
the piped in sound that was around ten 
years ago. Today... more uplifting, 
more interesting. Still relaxing. 

One thing that hasn't changed is 
the amount of money Easy Listening 
stations bring to the bottom line. Easy 
Listening stations virtually own the 
"franchise" in their markets with one 
major station dominating the spectrum. 

And repeatedly, year-after-year, 

Easy Listening stations outperform most 
other formats in their markets when 
profitability is used as the yardstick. 

Easy Listening stations fight to 
make its audience a little bit younger 
just as CHR, Album Rock and "Lite" 
ACs fight to make their base just a little 
bit older. 

Easy Listenings' advantage is 
that our base is the money demo. 

Way before satellites offered plug-in 
formats, Easy Listening stations were 
running tight ships and big profit 
margins. They still do. That's why Easy 
Listening stations are considered the 
"franchise format" with little turnover 
in affiliates. 

Bonneville is the number one 
supplier of quality Easy Listening pro-
gramming. Our custom in:Ari Imental 
music, specific n-r isic research and 
response to the chinging marketplace 
make the difference. 

So, give a fresh listen to today's 
Easy Listening format. Send for a free 
demonstration of "Ultra," or indicate 
Bonneville on the reader rvice card in 
the back of Radio Only. Then relax and 
make money. 

BONNEVILLE 
BROADCASTING SYSTEM 

4080 Commercial Avenue • Northbrook, IL 60062 1-800-631-1600 
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Going Direct 
The "right way" to go over the head of an agency standing in the way of a buy. 

By Neill Borowski 

The idea of going around agen-
cies to get directly to the client is 
on the increase. 

It's always been done. 
But, few stations bragged about 

it. It was considered a sure form of 
suicide. 
Now, as more stations go direct, 

they are learning there is a "right" 
way and a "wrong" way. 
The wrong way is learned from 

hard knocks. 
The right way — experience. 
Faced with the prospect of a 

shrinking advertising dollar, the 
stations are becoming more vocal 
with agencies that reject their 
stations. 
And they're approaching entirely 

new categories of clients — some 

who have never before advertised 
on the radio. 

Stations usually "go direct" to 
the client, around the client's 
agency when they're rejected. 
They're also "going direct" to 

the new retail client, generating 
new direct business. 
But top radio sales managers 

from across the nation say they 
must choose this path to make 
their points. They are confronted 
with agency media buyers who 
still live in a cost-per-point world, 
when the real world of advertising 
is stressing sales events and pro-
motions that can't be measured by 
a computer. 

NEW RULES OF "GOING DIRECT" 
Here are some ways stations 

have been successfully "going di-
rect" and how you can do it: 
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WA VA-FM, Washington local sales manager 
Mary Rankin was forbidden to take this 
promotion directly to the client. She did it 
anyway and won the buy. 

• First, go back to the agency 
when your station is rejected. Very 
important. It helps you express 
your concerns over not being in-
cluded in a buy. Make sure you are 
convinced of your own argument — 
that is, your station's demographics 
are the right market for this client. 
Mary Rankin, local sales manager 

for WAVA-FM, Washington D.C. 
says agency execs merely "yell at 
us." They won't penalize the sta-
tion for future business. 

• Force the agency to acknowl-
edge it's ignoring your station. 
When an agency shakes its head 
"no" to a sales concept from WHAM-
A M, Rochester, the station's 
General Sales Manager Arnie 
Rothschild insists it sign his 
"Declination Letter." 

It begins: "I have decided not to 

it,„1.4i41*Polver5.:--
-resfti»gtoes' better easic, 

elore leusic ant/ fie 
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participate in the WHAM-AM pre-
sentation to my client for the 
reasons below..." Please sign this 
below, WHAM- AM salespeople 
ask. The agency execs inevitably 
refuse to sign. And very often the 
station ends up making the presen-
tation to the client after all. 
• "Carbon" the agency — not 

the client. When submitting a 
proposal, write it to the client and 
not to the agency. Speak the 
client's language at all times. 
Avoid the temptation to speak in 
terms of the agency's interests. 
Whenever sending something to 

the agency, be sure to "cc" a copy 
of the presentation directly to the 
client so the agency knows that 
the client will see it. 
Then, keep sending items to the 

client, such as news articles about 
his or her industry. It's something 
many stations talk about, but few 
do on a continuing basis. This is an 
instance in which a client newslet-
ter can be invaluable. 
• The combo trick — thank the 

client for one buy while still pitch-
ing the station that didn't get on 
the buy. The client always has the 
last say, no matter what the agency 
says, notes Don Jacobs of ICXRB-

AM/KICLS-FM, Sioux Falls. 
Recently an agency bought 

Jacobs' FM station but didn't buy 
the AM. Jacobs wrote a "Thank 
You" note to the client for his bus-
iness. He thanked him for putting 
his advertising on the FM station. 

Unfortunately, it wasn't on the 
AM and here's a special promotion 
that could have been done if the 
buy had been a combo buy. The 
client asked if he had shown it to 
the agency... he did, and on the 
next buy the client bought both 
the AM and FM. 

• Recommend "radio friendly" 
agencies when asked. Here's a tactic 
that costs nothing to prepare and 
you can use it for sure — someday. 
Maybe the client wants to dump 

his agency or maybe the client has 
just grown large enough to begin 
to seek an agency. Always be 
familiar with the agencies that 
tend to favor radio. Know the 
agency's philosophies — maybe a 
top executive once was in radio. 
They 're the ones to recommend. 

• Win the attention of the 
agency's execs and media buyers. 
And use different and unique ways 
to win their attention. 

Glass candy containers etched with WTIC-AM/FM's call letters were placed with 200 clients - many of whom demand visits once a 
month for refills. 

Take the entire sales department 
to the advertising agency and have 
coffee with the agency's media de-
partment. It took WTIC-AM/FM, 
Hartford about one-and-a-half 
hours, but it allowed the stations' 
salespeople to understand the 
work of the agency and the media 
buyers to get to know the sales-
people. 
Another way the Hartford sta-

tions did it: Glass candy decanters 
with the stations' call letters 
etched in the glass. The decanters 
were filled with high-quality 
chocolates and sent to 200 agen-
cies and cliénts. They came with 
notes that the station would be 
back once a month to fill the jars. 
The jars now are assuring 200 sales 
calls a month. Sometimes the 
media buyers are calling ahead of 
time — asking for their candy. 
• Go direct to the client with 

promotion ideas, too. Bounce it off 
the agency first, but they are rarely 
interested. Media buyers want to 
buy only spots. 
Rankin at WAVA-FM, Washing-

ton D.C. recommends using a 
sweepstakes promotion with a 
prize catalog. The prizes are the 
products from clients — so the mass 
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About seven percent of the people who attend my seninars say I look like Bruce Willis. But rm Chris Lytle. 

—&i-Radio Sales 101: TheVideoAiRe-
1111111 

RADIO SALES 

NOW TO à. 
SUC CESSFUL 

Radio Sales 101: The Video is ready 
to ship now. And you get all this 
stuff: tapes, wortbooks, a manager's 
mantra& ny new bock and more! 

Here I reenact my famous "rubber 
stamp presentation." You' M use it to 
upsell virtually every client on your 
account list. 

II 

tr4.  

These conference mom scenes are 
just like having me in your station, but 
cheaper. I speak directly to your 
saiespecple. 

I promise that Radio Sales 101: The 
Video will he you and your sales 
team set the standard for how radio 
is sold in your market. 

Remarirabie! Here lam conducting 
two training programs 
simultaneously - your sales training 
program and my exercise program. 

By wearing the same suit throughout 
the video program, I saved thousands 
more in wardrobecosts. We also had 
minimal hair sling expense. 

Exciting! This program is perfect 
for " radio virgins and veterans. 
Even two of the four cameramen now 
wait to sell radio advertising. 

mideig-1 

Save! Get Radio Sales 101: The 
Video for $909 (or 3 payments of 
t104. No leases. No renewals. 
Own t outright. 

ea ameemmusiemeammeas 
Its the same 1-day seminar Chris Lytle has conducted live 187 times! Proven ... prectical ... easy-to-apply 
sales training. Now it's an important addition to -- or foundation for -- your station's sales training resourcPs. 

YOU GET ALL THIS --
• Exclusive 3u-day, Ricts-rree, Lincy-Back Guarantee. 
• The con-rpleie seminar on two vide() tapes (VI-iS or BFrA1 
• New Managers Manual with pre-planned sales meetings built 

around each of the seminars 14 segments. 
• 4 Trainee workbooks follow the video and increase retention. 
• Free book: How to Be Successful at Radio Sees... Sooner! 
• Breakthrough Troubleshooting Guide gives you solutions to 

specific problems without watching the whole program. 
• Bonus audio tape program: HOW TO MANAGE YOUR TIME 
AND YOUR ACCOUNT LIST. You'll need this once you start 
adding advertisers and billing thanks to the video progra 

Here's how to order -- 2 Choices 
E INVESTMENT $909 

Ill 

otleej 

Weir 

Send check or cal! for C.O.D. Call 1 -800-25LYTLE to charge it to your credit 
card. Specify VHS/Beta. 

Qr. Payments of $303 each. 0% interest 

Stations have invested $4,000 per day to have Chris conduct Radio Sales 101 
privately. Tapes shauki cost less than in-person serrinars. Radio Sales 101 : The 
Video is yours for three payments of just $303. Send us a check for $303 and 
we'll ship the prcgram now. Guarantee the next two payments to your credit card. 
1-800-25L-YTLE ( 1-800-255-9853) 

To order by mail — Send $909 to Chris Lytle and Associates; Dept. 
R.O.V., 429 Gammon Place, Madison, W! 5319. Or send >3ChS and guarantee t 
next two payments with your MC, Visa or Discover card. Include name on card, 
card number and , and expiration date. 

CHRIS LYTLE & ASSOCIATES - 
div., THE ADVISORY BOARD, INC. 

429 Gammon Place, Madison WI 53719 / 6œ-833-8384 / 1-800-255-9853 
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mailing carries photographs of 
client products. A buyer can't 
measure such a mailing based 
on cost-per-point. 
The ad agency forbade WAVA-FM 

to go to the client. But the station 
went anyway and the furniture 
dealer loved the concept — at least 
that's what Rankin says. And not 
a word was ever heard from the 
agency. 

GETTING DIRER BUSINESS 
Some potential clients don't 

even have an agency. Maybe 
they're too small. Maybe they 
don't do enough mass media ad-
vertising. 
Radio stations have beLn push-

ing the concept of going after 
"New Business" hard in recent 
years. Waiting for the agency to 
call doesn't work anymore. Even 
the most seasoned sales veterans 
are being nudged to add new busi-
ness names to their client lists. 

Consider no account too 
small. Jim Price, president and 
general manager at KYXY-FM, San 
Diego says the tendency on higher-
rated stations often is to ignore the 
smaller client, because it can't af-
ford to buy a full schedule. Price 
instead tries to accommodate the 
promising, upcoming client on 
nights and weekends. The interest 
and encouragement may be re-

¡AP:A •• 
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Declination Statement 
A re. iew of the Pi IINNI Visa Card Program. fter Me e 

decaison ded not to enroll my client. 

Re toc Declination: 

steed 

P.0 BOX 40400 • 350 EAST AVENUE 454..384 

n"""E511 ,t01:0WV;(4C.41lfeCCE8:4 .4(à7e 
A DIVISouN OF THE UNCOLN GROUP. LTO 

When agencies refuse to pt.* WHAM-AM 
on a buy, they are forced to sign a 
"Declination Statement." 

membered one day when the little 
client becomes a big business. 
• Redesign commission struc-

ture to encourage direct business. 
KFXM-AM/KDUO-FM, Riverside, 
CA pay 10-percent commissions 
on business funneled through ad-
vertising agencies. But they pay 
25-percent commissions on busi-
ness that's sold "direct." 

• Look for new target 
categories. They're not always ob-
vious. Computer software is an 
example. Home computer sales 
have boomed, but this category 
can be volatile. However, new 
chains of computer software stores 
are opening to serve the existing 
home PCs. Another category, 
mastectomy replacement bou-
tiques. It used to be a hush-hush 
operation to have a cancerous 
breast removed. Now women 
realize it can be a common proce-
dure and are open when looking for 
prosthetics. 
Another booming new area: Diet 

centers. Both national and regional 
chains are out there hawking their 
easy ways to trim pounds. Some 
get station personnel involved in 
a weight-loss program, and they 
become walking endorsements. 

Hot vendor dollar categories: 
Hardware stores, automotive af-
termarket and oil products, says 
Wayne Scholle, sales manager at 
KMGX-FM, Fresno. 

• Foster sales department com-
petition. KMGX-FM maintains a 
"Lead Board" in the sales depart-
ment. The board is a way to require 
salespeople to make calls and meet 
decision- makers. The lead board is 
used by station salespeople to "an-
nounce" they have a new client. ni 
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KMGX-FM promotes competition in its sales department by having salespeople announce new clients on a "Leader" board. 
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For those 
of you 
who like to 
make decisions 
based on 
marketplace 
facts... 

Bolton Research gives you the book. 
Change is the one constant in radio. You see 
it in your own market everyday. 

New competitors have entered. Old formats 
have given way to new ones. Things just 
aren't the same. 

And now you need the facts. Facts about 
your market and about your listeners' 

perceptions. Even the facts about 
your own station's vulnerabilities. 

Bolton Research Corporation can 
give you the information you need. 
Fast and accurately. Information that 

can lead you to winning decisions. 
And that means Arbitron success. 

If you want the facts, then give us 
a call. Bolton Research can help 
you win. 

For more information about Perceptual Studies, 
Comprehensive Marketplace Reports and 
other types of customized audience research 
for your market call the most respected radio 
research company in the industry. . . 

BOLTON RESEARCH CORPORATION 
2401 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19130 

215-232-2240 

BOLTON 
RESEARCH CORPORATION 

We're helping the best work smarter. 



leg•a•cy \lug sé \ n,p p! des 10Fr. legacie 
<ML. legatus: see LEGATE' anything 
handed down from the past, as from a- n 
ancestor or predecessor a q in our legacy from 
ancient Rome. 

This month we celebrate the 
continm,ti n of rlrem-n 
dream that became a reality two 
short years ago. Built upon a 
foundation of hard work and a 
corn—. i4 m,nt to excellence, a new 
broadcasting I-rid ĝ- 1 

with the acquisition of KJOI FM 
in Los Angeles, KHOW AM and 

FM in Denver, WLLZ FM 
in Detroit and KDWB AM/FM 

len Minneapolis. Less Wan one 
year later, KILT AM/FM in 
Houston was added. Our most 
leeelitly acquired stations, 
WCXR FM and WCPT AM, 
serve the nation's capital — the 
very cornerstone of our country's 
traditions. 

Our dream is not about just 
stations. it is about people and 
it is about the future. A future 
iP d vjth :1;,(1;cpter1, respon-
sible and productive people; 
people committed to making our 
:Yr-npiny the very best it can be. 

So, with the weighty responsi-
bility of carrying on the very 
bet traditions of a wonderful 
industry, with love and gratitude 
to all those who contributed to 
the traditions of our past, we 
tuno tu the future. 
We celebrate, therefore, the 

building of our dream team and 
fittingly, our ve own name... 

LIMAC 
BROADCASTING, INC 

6430 Sunset Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90028 • ( 213) 465-1700  

KJOI FM WCPT AM WCXR FM KILT AM KILi FM 
Los Angeles Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C. Houston Houston 

WLLZ FM KDWB AM KDWB FM KHOW AM KSYY FM 
Detroit Minneapolis/St. Paul Minneapolis/St. Paul Denver Denver 

WCPT Alexandria: WCXR.‘V.xibridge: FNI. Richfield 
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This Phone Idea Could 
Make Money 
A touch-tone phone bank you can program for almost 100 
different categories so listeners can call in and you can sell 
sponsorships. 

Editor's note: Last month Radio 
Only told you how to provide in-
formation to listeners having ac-
cess to a personal computer — this 
month how to give listeners every-
thing they need to know by using 
a touch-tone phone. 

Listeners calling VVXKS-FM, 
Boston's KISS CityLine are greeted 
by an air personality who tells 
them the date and time. 

Callers are told to push the 
touch-tone number one for in-
structions on how to use the sys-
tem, number two for a category 
listing or the extension of the in-
formation category they desire. 

After a category is selected, the 
caller is again greeted by a station 
personality: "This is Lisa Lipps 
with your soap update..." Or, 
"This is Helen Whitehead with 
your astrological forecast... for an 
appointment call..." Music accom-
panies some of the categories like 
the top ten countdown. 
WXKS-FM listeners can dial 

(617) 395-K-I-S-S twenty-four 
hours a day to reach the informa-
tion and entertainment hotline. 
But it's different from a simple 

telephone line that DJs plug on the 
air. This line is destined to become 
big business. 
Here's how to start one at your 

station: 

• Invest in a voice synthesized 
computer. One that sounds exactly 
like a tape recording. WXKS-FM's 
hardware is an audio text com-
puter manufactured by Brite Voice 
Systems. 
The system can be updated every 

hour if necessary. Information can 
be inputted by placing it on carts 
and then into the computer system. 
Information can also be phoned in 
by station employees who use a 
special password causing the sys-
tem to record an update. 
The system at WXKS-FM handles 

36 calls at one time. People can call 

from any location — home, car, 
boat — as long as they use a touch-
tone phone. Computer printouts 
show lengths and times of each 
call and categories used. Addi-
tional phone lines can be added. 
(WXKS-FM started out with 24 
phone lines.) 

In its first week of operation the 
KISS CityLine handled 45,000 
calls a week. Now the system han-
dles about 50,000 calls per week. 
As callers repeatedly use the sys-
tem they immediately punch in a 
category number. (Callers spend 
less time with the system because 
they don't need to hear the system 
explained.) A caller who uses the 
system frequently for weather re-
ports would dial (617) 395-KISS 
and immediately punch in the cat-
egory number for weather — 4210. 
When more calls come in than the 
system can handle, the computer 
will time calls and request that the 
user call back again. This allows 
more people to use the system. 

• Provide categories for every-
one. Currently the system provides 
70 categories of information broken 
down into four sections — lifestyles, 
news, entertainment and music. 
Some of the specific categories in-
clude: Fashion updates, lottery 
numbers, cultural events, joke of 
the day, night clubs, stock ex-
change reports, KISS- 108 top ten 
hotline to Hollywood, ski reports, 
feature artist of the week. 
No need to hire additional em-

ployees to input information into 
the system. The station's news 
staff can cover weather, sports and 
the latest news (both local and na-
tional). Air personalities can pro-
vide music news, concert news, 
entertainment-related topics. At 
WXKS-FM additional categories 
are handled by interns and other 
staff members. 

• Change category listings as 
needed. The goal at WXKS-FM is 

for the system to be as informative 
as possible. Entertainment news is 
secondary. Timely categories are 
added — Olympic updates, tax tips 
and Grammy information. 

• Then, add more specialized 
categories. Almost completed, 
phase two will provide listeners 
with more specialized information 
— real estate, employment listings, 
people opinion polls (the system 
can tabulate votes up to a ten-digit 
figure). The needs of the public 
constantly change and the KISS 
CityLine will make every effort to 
continually meet them. 

• Program the system to break 
down information for the caller. 
When a person calls the KISS City-
Line for movie listings, a caller 
pushes the category number and 
another number for a specific thea-
ter or area of town. 

• Promote your station, too. Be-
tween category selections play in-
formation about station features 
or special contests. WXKS-FM 
tells callers to tune into the morn-
ing show and win $ 1,000 in the 
cash word contest. Promote other 
categories for callers to dial. 

• Advertise to non-listeners. 
One month after WXKS-FM intro-
duced the system, it decided to buy 
space in the local paper. Where the 
ad appears in the paper determines 
what is stressed. In the financial 
section it will be advertised that 
the system offers stock market re-
ports and mortgage rates. In the 
fashion section — fashion reports 
will be advertised. 
This will attract non-listeners to 

the information system, they will 
get a taste of what the station is like 
and hopefully become listeners. 
Taped promos run every other 

hour on the station along with DJ 
one-liners more frequently. 

• Added value — let advertisers 
sponsor a category. WXKS-FM 
plans to have stores with their own 
category. Callers can push one for 
store events, two for sales (with ad-
ditional numbers for specific sale 
items).Businesses having their own 
category on the KISS CityLine can 
give their extension number dur-
ing the on-air commercial. 
-By Linda Egerter 
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How to Make Your 
Station Younger  
Steps you can take without major risks to your present audience. 

WOR-AM, New York is doing it. 
WEAZ-FM, Philadelphia is do-

ing it. 
Two major stations with long-

time formats are biting the bullet 
in an attempt to attract younger 
adult listeners. 

In WOR-AM's case, it's quite 
simple. Shakeup the staff. Remove 
the regulars who might help the 
ratings skew older. Hire someone 
full of life. In WOR-AM's case, it's 
ultra conservative Mark Scott. 
VP/GM Lee Simonson thinks 

shaking the aging WOR-AM audi-
ence awake is the way to go. He 
removed the more soothing Dr. 
Karen Blaker from her psychology 
strip. And reassigned one of radio's 
best informed interviewers, Sherrye 
Henry. 
He didn't have the heart to re-

move Bernard Meltzer who definite-
ly appeals to the older demographic 
groups. So Simonson moved him 
to middays. Says it's better for the 
way Meltzer likes to work — he 
doesn't get interrupted by traffic. 
To the south, WEAZ-FM, Phila-

delphia pioneering easy listening 
station "EAZY 101" gave up its 
franchise one Friday at midnight 
to play what became the forerun-
ner to Transtar's Special Blend — a 
carefully researched mix of relax-
ing vocals. 
WEAZ-FM's listmers are irate. 

And, they are older. 
But is WOR-AM and WEAZ-FM's 

way the best and only way to at-
tract younger listeners? 
With the onset of a new trend — 

"franchising," it may not be. 
"Franchising" is, in Radio Only 

terms, what stations must do to 
protect their format or franchise 
when ratings go way down or demo-
graphics get too old. We believe 
stations in the future will be less 
likely to do what Metropolitan's 
KMET-FM, Los Angeles did last year. 

It dumped album rock because 
of its own inability to attract a 
large enough audience. With it 
went the "franchise" — KMET-

FM's invaluable position as a 
legendary album rock station. 

Friday Morning Quarterback 
Publisher Kal Rudman commented 
that all KMET-FM needed to do 
was hire Charlie Kendall. He could 
have straightened it out. Instead, 
it switched to an unproven music 
format called New Age. And "The 
Wave" was born while album rock 
passed away. 

In the future, radio executives 
will look at ways to rebuild their 
franchises. They are too valuable 
to lose or give up. 
Among the latest tactics: Be an 

older targeted station by always 
remembering to act like the young-
est listener you are aiming for in 
your prime demographics. 

For example, if your station is 
after 35-55 year olds, play music 
that appeals to all segments of that 
20-year span. Carefully test it. 
Reject what appeals to one side or 
the other. 

But, and this is important, act 
like you are always playing the 
music for the 35-year-old. 
Always giving prizes away that 

would appeal to the 35-year-old. 
Always as vigorous and vital as 

the 35-year-old, not as sedate as 
some people get when they near 55. 
That's not the present strategy. 
Right now, stations trying to 

span both ends of a demographic 
target usually attempt to play 
something to please both ends of 
the spectrum. In the case of 35-55 
year olds, it's almost impossible. 

Fact is, a 35-year-old and a 55-
year-old are only 20 years apart, 
but light years apart on their musi-
cal tastes. 
The trick then is not to turn your 

older sounding station into a 
younger format, but keeping your 
older listeners in mind and always 
appealing to the youngest targeted 
listener. 

It's true that not all 55 year olds 
are alike. Some act like they are 35. 
So should radio stations. 

-By Jerry Del Coltrane 

60-SECOND SEMINAR 

Programming 
Younger 
Tips on attracting younger 
adults without changing from 
older formats. 

• Eliminate music that appeals 
only to your oldest demographics. 
This doesn't mean eliminate every-
thing your very oldest listeners 
like. Just tunes that only they like. 

• Purge your air of a tired sound. 
Some ID>, even the pros, get 
slower and more tired sounding as 
the years go on. Frequently they 
get set in their ways. Do what 
many CHR stations do. Hold fre-
quent jock meetings. Play airchecks 
of each personality. Use these 
meetings to point out the virtues 
of sounding uptempo and alive. 

• Use the word "fresh" in every-
thing you do. Fresh air appeals to 
all ages. It's clean and positive. If 
an older sounding adult station is 
sounding stale, next time you play 
a new release from a featured artist, 
say, "We'll hear a fresh new tune 
from Barry Manilow next." Don't 
overuse it, but use it. Desirable fre-
quency is once per hour. 

• Don't dwell on the past. Even 
when memories are a major feature 
of your format, many program-
mers will agree that stations beat 
the theme to death. Yes, play 
memory music. No, don't have a 
relapse into the past. Your station 
is alive in the 80s, not a relic be-
cause it chooses to play popular fa-
vorites of the past. 

• Run only contests that appeal 
to the younger end of your target 
demo group. Don't give away a 
mobile vacation home. Offer a 
BMW instead. The mobile home 
sounds like retirement on an older 
skewing station. The BMW sounds 
like a reward for hard work. Not 
tickets to see Andy Williams on a 
"Music of Your Life Station." But, 
a jetaway to see Andy Williams 
live in Washington, DC. The jeta-
way adds life. Not the latest Sony 
TV set as a prize. But, the latest 
Sony TV set with a party for 50 of 
your closest friends paid for by 
your station. SU 
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READ THESE NUMBERS. 
SAN DIEGO 

KS WV-FM 

Persons 25-54 
Arbitrends Rolling Averages 
OC/NO/DE NO/DE/JA 

6am-mid Mon-Sun 
6-10am Mon-Fri 
10am-3pm Mon-Fri 
3-7pm Mon-Fri 
7pm-mid Mon-Fri 
6am-mid Weekends 

2.1 
1.3 
2.6 
2.7 
1.5 
2.1 

2.9 
1.4 
2.9 
3.1 
4.9 
3.5 

BULLETIN... 
BIRCH... 

CLEVELAND 
After just four months... 
of 28+ stations in Cleveland, 
in its target demographic of 
adults 25-54...The Wave is 
#8 Monday-Sunday 6am-
midnight...#5 Monday-Friday 
6-10am...and #3 (with an 
8.1 share) Monday-Friday 
7pm-midnight. 

CALL THIS NUMBER. 
1-800-527-4892 

11-1E WAVE. 

The Wave- is distributed live via satellite, exclusively by Satellite Music Network. 
Sources: Arbitrends Rolling Average Report, San Diego metro, August 1987-January 1988, persons 25-54; 
Birch Monthly Report, Cleveland metro, Jonuary/February, average persans 25-54. 01988 Satelkte Music Network. The Wove and Wave logo 01987 Metropolitan 



More Effective Positioners 
Writing one-liners that pack power and persuasiveness. 

Many years ago Trout & Reis 
wrote "Positioning — The Battle 
for the Mind, "but radiostations are 
just now beginning to take them 
seriously. 

That's why you have been hear-
ing stations use more sophisti-
cated positioners — statements 
that tell either what the station's 
format is or is not. 

You'll be hearing a lot less of the 
so-called generic brand of position-
ers in future months. Things like: 
"More Music," "Less Talk," "Lite 
Rock." 

Stations will be specifically de-
fining their formats in relevant 
and memorable ways. 
To keep one step ahead of the 

competition, here are some basic 
guidelines for creating effective 
positioning statements: 
• Position in english. Bolton 

Research President Ted Bolton 
says this is probably the most over-
looked guideline of all. Use every-
day words that people would use 
in conversation, rather than radio 
jargon. 
WKSZ-FM ("KISS 100"), Phila-

delphia's research is done by Bol-
ton, and one of the station's most 
effective positioning statements 
came from focus groups. 
When WKSZ-FM decided to 

change its image from a love songs 
station to a lite AC, it wanted to 
avoid being put a notch below easy 
listening station VVEAZ-FM ("EAZY 
101"). Focus groups revealed that 

WEAZ-FM was perceived as play-
ing elevator music. So WKSZ-FM's 
next move was to say in its posi-
tioning statements exactly what it 
wasn't (in listeners' terms) — "No 
hard rock. No elevator music." 
• Exploit your competitor's 

weaknesses. Besides exposing the 
fact that WEAZ-FM was viewed as 
elevator music, WKSZ-FM also 
learned through research that 
other stations were perceived as 
having too much talk. 

So, WKSZ-FM uses this in yet 
another positioning statement 
which so clearly separates it from 
its competitors: "You've discovered 
the difference of KISS 100. Your 
lite favorites back-to-back in 40-
minute sweeps." 
• Create passive repositioning. 

That's what Bolton did for WGTR-
FM, Miami when it switched from 
an adult contemporary station to 
album rock. It debuted in the mar-
ketplace with the positioner: "The 
first all-CD radio station." The 
positioner was unique and got im-
mediate attention because listen-
ers are interested in state-of-the-
art technology and anything that 
is "the first" of its kind. 
Then, being all-CD suddenly be-

comes the criteria by which listen-
ers judge other stations — and this 
creates passive repositioning. 
• Answer certain questions 

about your positioner. Does it 
define the programming? Is it a 
unique claim? Does it provide a 

benefit? Has it been pre-tested? 
If the answer to all four questions 

is yes, then the positioner has a good 
chance of being quite effective. 

Stations should be careful not to 
air liners that are trying to get 
across one idea, while meaning 
something entirely different to lis-
teners. During the pre-testing, ask 
the listeners "What does this 
statement mean to you?" If they 
say they perceive your station as 
playing Def Leppard and you actu-
ally are more geared towards Huey 
Lewis, then it's time to throw that 
statement out. 

• Be very specific about the 
benefits. Instead of saying "more 
music," use a statement that shows 
how you play more music. For 
example, "The station that plays 
five top ten tunes every hour." Or, 
"The station that plays 40 minutes 
of music starting at 20 after every 
hour." Or, "90 percent of every 
hour is all-music — always!" 

POSMONING IDEAS 
Here are a few more positioners 

which could be used as is or as 
idea-starters for your next meeting 
with the PD: 
• The "Magic" is the way we 

mix only the songs you want to 
hear. (For a "Magic" type format.) 
• Less talk than ANY other 

music station (if it really is). 
• The 12-in-a-row station (if 

you play 12 in a row as a distin-
guishing difference). 
• The station that lets you mix 

the music. 
• The difference is 30-minute 

music sweeps every hour. 
• Better because we play the 

freshest songs. -By Stephanie Penner 

LITE ROCK • LESS TALK 
Generic positioners such as "Lite Rock, Less Talk" will become obsolete as radio stations look for specific statements to effectively 
define their position. 
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Walt Tiburski, (right), President of 
WIN Communications, and Tony Ocepek, 
Vice President of WIN, are aggressive decision 
makers with a definite eye on the future. 

Our stations are run and staffed 

by the very best people in the 

business. They're surrounded by 

state-of-the-art equipment and 

technology. New tall towers in 

Tulsa and Jacksonville; plus 

high-tech audio consoles and 

studio facilities id Cleveland 

and Indianapolis will keep us 

sounding clean... bright ... and 

exciting far into the future! 

We're building for the future. 
• Building successful radio stations 
• Building people and careers 
• Building technical excellence 

WIN COMMUNICATIONS INC 
WHERE THE WINNERS ARE. 

WQAL-FM, Cleveland • WEJZ-FM, Jacksonville • WXTZ-FM/WIRE-AM, 
Indianapolis • KBEZ-FM, Tulsa • INDIANA UNIVERSITY SPORTS NETWORK 

WIN Communications, Inc. • 1621 Euclid Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44115 • (216) 566-9466 



Why investment bankers 
don't always get the highest 

price. 
Investment bankers specialize in deals of $ 100 million 
or more. They may not have the time, motivation or 
interest to maximize the price of your station or 
group...or worse yet...they may delegate the sale of 
your properties to a "junior associate," fresh out of 
business school. 

Why traditional, old-school 
brokers don't close all of 

their deals. 
Traditional, old-school brokers don't have the finan-
cial resources or knowledge to construct a "finan-
cable" deal. In these uncertain economic times, this 
financial capability is as important to getting the deal 
closed as an intimate understanding of the radio in-
dustry. 



Now there is a way to get 
the highest price foroc 
station or group and be as-
sured of a "financable" deal, 

that will close. 

"They get some of the highest prices in the industry and yet the prices can be 
financed; all of their deals have closed. This professionalism and a high degree 
of confidentiality has made Americom so well respected.' 

- Ed Christian, President 

Saga Communications. Inc. 

"Americom has the unique ability of knowing the full value of a radio station to 
get the highest price and providing the knowledge of debt structure and 
resource requirements which get the deal banked and closed." 

- Barry Dickstein, Partner 

Hartstone & Dicestein 

If you're looking to buy quality radio stations 
or are seeking qualified buyers for your station, 

call us today. 

AMERICOM 

Radio Station Brokerage & Financing 
1130 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Suite 500 Washington, DC 20036 (202) 737-9000 



Latest Changes in  Older Formats  
Easy listening is modernizing and 
vocals. But why? 

At a time when the American 
radio audience is aging, older for-
mats should be booming. 
They are. With listeners. For-

mats aimed at 35+ attract a loyal 
audience and the only audience 
that thinks being an AM station 
isn't a disadvantage. 
Al Ham's "Music of Your Life" 

and Bonneville's Ultra easy lis-
tening format appear to do the job 
attracting this segment. 
But buyers sometimes balk at 

the older demos. They want 25-54. 
Now, the pressure to deliver 25-

54 is causing significant experi-
mentation that could affect what 
your station or stations in your 
market will air. 
Take WEAZ-FM, Philadelphia — 

Jerry Lee's "EAZY 101." 
On February 5 the station 

switched from its traditional in-
strumental easy listening format 
to Special Blend — a mix of so-called 
"relaxing" vocals. The format was 
developed by The Research Group 
for WEAZ-FM and an ultimate 
birth on the Transtar satellite. 

Special Blend is now being deliv-
ered live via satellite 24 hours a 
day. It features tunes from a large 
library (Neil Diamond, Kenny Rog-
ers, Barry Manilow, Carpenters, 

Transtar is offering relaxing 

Bee Gees, James Taylor). They are 
back announced by "warm, friend-
ly announcers." 

Lee, whose station was one of 
the few that was airing a match-
flow easy listening format, became 
nervous about his audience. WEAZ-
FM was not performing up to the 
standards of other easy listening 
stations using Ultra despite the 
advantage of an enormous promo-
tion budget. 
The Research Group developed 

the format by surveying 38-49 year 
olds already listening to easy lis-
tening stations. The purpose was 
to reverse the decline of 25-54 
shares among easy listening sta-
tions. Hopefully, maintaining the 
50-plus demo while attracting 30-
50 year olds. 
Lee rolled the dice. At stake was 

WEAZ-FM's 7.412 + share (ranking 
number four in the fall 1987 Arbi-
trons) in hopes of increasing the 
station's 5.3 share of 25-54 year olds. 

In the early stages Lee remains 
optimistic. He claims increased 
in-office listening. Salespeople vis-
iting offices report that 20 percent 
more of the radios are now tuned 
to WEAZ-FM. 
One week into the format, statis-

ticians surveyed 72 people listen-

Easy listening station WLYF-FM gave away 750,000 customized Lifesavers packets with 
the station's call letters on each roll. 

mg in their offices. Some 72.2 per-
cent preferred Special Blend to the 
old WEAZ-FM. Of the 72.2 percent, 
44 percent were 37-49 year olds. 
More fixed radios are turned on. 

Prior to Special Blend, 48 percent 
of the fixed radios that WEAZ-FM 
had handed out were turned on. 
After the debut of Special Blend, 
85 percent were reported to be 
turned on. 
And Lee says the station only 

lost one advertiser (a small 
boutique shop) which had bought 
very little airtime. 
The negative reaction was fierce. 

Longtime listeners tied up the sta-
tion phone lines. They were told 
to give the format two weeks and 
call back with their comments. 
Some ad agencies said that now 

WEAZ-FM would be considered 
with the other vocal stations for 
buys and would not be the auto-
matic recipient of the older demo-
graphic buying. They view the 
switch as a move into the over-
crowded lite AC market. Paul 
Kratz, media director for Shimer 
von Cantz (a Philadelphia-based ad 
agency), sees WEAZ-FM as now 
positioning itself against lite AC 
stations WKSZ-FM (KISS 100) and 
WMGK-FM — and both are extreme-
ly close to WEAZ-FM on the FM dial. 
Kratz will be watching WEAZ-

FM's efforts with interest consid-
ering WSNI-FM's futile attempt to 
effectively compete against the 
two lite AC leaders. 

In the meantime, Kratz would 
not go directly to WEAZ-FM now 
if he had to target an older demo. 
Other first choices would be all-
news station KYW-AM and big 
band WPEN-AM. 
The debut of Special Blend has 

alarmed some Format 41 affiliates 
who fear the similarity between 
the two Transtar formats. Transtar 
President Gary Fries says that 32 
percent of the music on Special 
Blend is not played on Format 41. 
Plus, the rotation for each format 
is entirely different. 

Furthermore, Special Blend sur-
veyed 38-49 year olds already cum-
ing easy listening stations. While 
Format 41 surveyed 35-46 year 
olds cuming lite ACs. Regardless 
of these differences, some Format 
41 affiliates are asking for Special 
Blend to be prohibited from enter-
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After 21 years as the premier radio 
music programming guide, FM.13 continues 

its tradition of consistent growth. 

So now, reporters calling FM013 can talk 
to our greatly expanded staff. 

It's just the FM013 way of giving radio 
people even more of the personal attention 

we're known for. 

FRIDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK TOP 40 REPORT 

FRIDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK ALBUM REPORT 

21 YEARS 
FiC)13: FIRST IN LASTING 

I'd like to subscribe to: 
THE FRIDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK 

NAME   

TITLE & COMPANY   

ADDRESS   

CITY   STATE  ZIP 

All new annual subscribers receive one extra month of free service 

Mail to: Friday Morning Quarterback 
Executive Mews • 1930 East Marlton Pike, F36 • Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003 

(Complimentary Copy and Special Rates on Request) 
Phone: (609) 424-6873 



Radio Programming 

ing their markets. Transtar will 
entertain these requests on an in-
dividual affiliate basis. 
Ted Bolton, president of Bolton 

Research (which does the research 
for WKSZ-FM), sees Special Blend 
as a modification of Format 41 — a 
combination of MOR AC (Bennett, 
Sinatra, Mathis) and lite AC 
(Streisand, Neil Diamond). And 
now WKSZ-FM is getting ready to 
defend its position. 

Older listeners are getting frus-
trated. Lee will be the first to admit 
that the majority of negative feed-
back is from older listeners. One 
65-year-old woman, who recently 
re-entered the business world, 
wrote Lee stating that she does 
"not have one foot in the grave." 
She also points out the older 
demo's power and willingness to 
buy. Her letter ends stating that 
she has "taken 101 off the push 
button control on my car radio." 
And hopes that one of the other 
stations will switch to the instru-
mental format because she "would 
bend over backwards to buy any-
thing they might advertise." 

WHAT EAST LISTENING IS UP TO 
In a word — modernization. 
• Contemporize the music. 

WLIF-FM, Baltimore VP/GM 
Winnie Brugman believes strongly 
in the instrumental format — it 
can and should be contemporized 
because people want to hear sof - 
ter, less intrusive music. There's 
no better evidence to back this up 
than WLIF-FM's ranking in the fall 
1987 Arbitrons — number one 12 + 
with a 9.8 share and number two 
25-54 with a 7.5 share. 
Brugman along with WQAL-FM, 

Cleveland VP/GM Mark Biviano 
and WLYF-FM, Miami VP/GM 
Dennis Collins are quick to credit 
Bonneville with helping to freshen 
up the format. Bonneville's Ultra 
version of easy listening (used by 
90 percent of its affiliates) features 
instrumental versions of such cur-
rent hits as: Moonlighting Theme, 
Whitney Houston's "I Wanna 
Dance With Somebody," Smokey 
Robinson's "Just to See Her" and 
the Pointer Sisters' "Slow Hand." 

Further modernization efforts 
include WQAL-FM (number two 
with a 10.1 12+ share in the fall 
1987 Arbitrons) breaking an album 

last year — Neil Diamond's "Headed 
for the Future." 
And WL1F-FM localizing its music 

— when "Cats" was in town, the 
station increased its airplay of 
music from the show. 
• Contemporize the formatics. 

Such as the news, info and traffic. 
WLIF-FM has newscasts every half 
hour during drivetime (every hour 
the rest of the day). Traffic reports 
(tagged "Construction Advisory 
Reports") are given every 15 minutes 
during drive time and lunch hour. 

• Promote a lively image. 
WQAL-FM sponsors an event (Na-
tional Rib Cook-Off) every sum-
mer with the top rock station in 
town — WMMS-FM. Some 200,000 
people attend over a weekend to 
taste ribs and sauce made by 40 
competing restaurants. Each station 
sponsors a concert (WQAL-FM had 
Ray Charles last year, while WMMS-
FM brought in Eddie Money). Both 
stations receive their own booth 
and are featured on billboards, TV 
spots and newspaper ads. 

• Keep a high profile. This has 
helped WLYF-FM achieve its num-
ber one ranking in the fall 1987 Ar-
bitrons with an 8.5 share 12 + . The 
station gave out 750,000 Lifesavers 
packets to promote the mandatory 
seat belt law in Florida. The cus-
tomized packets had the station's 
call letters. People received the 
packets at toll booths, airports and 
parking lots and were told, "Buckle 
up, it's a Lifesaver." 

• Sell the older demo. WGAY-
FM, Washington D.C. VP/GM Ted 
Dorf admits that easy listening 
stations are experiencing an ero-
sion of the 25-54 demo. The core 
audience is getting older. But as 
Dorf points out, keeping the station 
on top (WGAY-FM ranked number 
one in the fall 1987 Arbitrons with 
a 7.4 12 + share) is a sales problem, 
not a programming one. Dorf sends 
his salespeople out to sell the demo 
his station dominates — 35+. 

• Use smarter selling. Two 
trends about older people noted by 
Modern Maturity Magazine Re-
search Manager Cary Silvers are 
that they are living longer (median 
age is on the rise) and spending 
more. Silvers mentions that from 
1982 to 1987 the consumption 

levels for certain products by the 
50-plus demo have increased 
dramatically. Just to name a few — 
automobiles (96 percent), micro-
wave ovens (48 percent). 
American Demographics Editor-

in-Chief Cheryl Russell backs up 
the increased spending trend by 
noting that the older demo is get-
ting much more affluent because 
of different income sources (pen-
sions, social security and interest-
bearing assets). 
Even Time magazine has boasted 

in its February 22, 1988 cover story 
that older Americans are living 
longer and healthier lives. Many 
are returning to work. And those 
over 50 earn more than half the dis-
cretionary income in the country. 

The 35 Plus Committee's video 
show called "The Amazing Invisi-
ble Market" aims at selling the 
older demo. Some stats mentioned 
about the 50-plus group include: 
They represent 80 percent of the 
country's savings. And they will 
grow by 23 percent over the next 
12 years (under 50 will grow by 
only eight percent). 
WOR-AM, New York has used 

its "55-64 Is More Than 25-34" 
study to show advertisers reveal-
ing facts about the 55-64's advan-
tage over 25-34 year olds such as: 
38 percent more are new-car buyers, 
76 percent do more major food 
shopping, their discretionary in-
come is 74 percent higher and they 
are richer and more ready to spend 
(have 590.3 percent more financial 
assets and 12.2 percent more buy-
ing power). 
There is little doubt that the in-

strumental easy listening format 
will be a survivor and may even 
thrive as the audience continues 
to age and syndicators keep pace 
with modernization. 
Now, if the new Special Blend 

format aimed at slightly younger 
audiences pulls ratings, only one 
thing will be in question. 
Why do radio salespeople have 

such a hard time convincing media 
buyers and advertisers that older 
audiences are desirable? 
To develop any further new for-

mats, before the industry learns 
how to effectively sell the few it 
has, may be nonproductive. 
-By Stephanie Penner 
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"WVIC has skyrocketed from a 6 to a 26 since 
working with E. Alvin Davis & Associates" 

"They specialize in building dominant radio stations—four 
of their clients have over a 25 share" —Jeff Searpelli, WVIC-FM 

"Our clients include America's 
leading broadcasters. They demand 
superior marketing." 

— E. Alvin Davis 

We help forward-thinking 
radio stations maximize per-
formance. Our commitment is to 
provide quality consulting for 
select clients. 

Over 90 percent of our clients 
achieve higher ratings. The 
majority have shown dramatic 
growth. Many are Number One, 
most are format dominant. 
We understand marketing 

Today, radio demands more 
from a consultant than just pro-
gramming knowledge. It requires 
marketing savvy. 

We're marketers. It's what 
makes us so different from ordi-
nary programming consultants. 

• Fall 1981—Spring 1987 Arbitron. 
Total Persons, AQH M/S, 6A- 12M, Total Week 

Our clients include the lead-
ing broadcasting companies and 
stations in America. They have 
an appreciation for high calibre 
advice and counsel. We're proud 
to be a part of their success. 

A case in point: 
WVIC-FM/Lansing 

Situation: Goodrich's WVIC was 
a mid-rated A/C but its 6.0 share 
lacked the rating strength to 
achieve billing goals. 

Solution: To help strengthen 
its position, WVIC retained 
the services of E. Alvin Davis 
& Associates as programming 
consultant. 

Success: WVIC embarked on a re-
marketing strategy and a format 
change to CHR. In one year WVIC 
became Lansing's Number One 
station. Over the last five years, 
WVIC has increased its 12 + share 
from 6.0 to 26.6. 

WVIC dominates Lansing, often 
having twice the audience of the 
market's #2 station. WVIC is 
consistently # 1 in every major 
demographic, including # 1 18-34 
and 25-54 Adults.' 

"WVIC has consistently been one of 
the country's highest rated CHR's. To be 
this successful, programming needs to be 
consistent. But, when you're successful, 

you're constantly losing Íre!4 pe )pie to 
bigger markets. It's the "programming 
paradox." 

"At WVIC, we've had five program 
directors in the last five years, but fortu-
nately, we've only had one consultant 
— E. Alvin Davis & Associates—our 
answer to the "programming paradox." 
-Their advice and guidance has helped 

us build a powerhouse. Their approach is 
straight-forward, practical, and best of all, 
effective. We have found them invaluable. 
I highly recommend their services." 
— Jeff Scarpelli, Vice President/ 
General Manager, WVIC. 

E. Alvin Davis & Associates— 
Marketing advisor for the serious 
radio executive. 

For more information, phone 
E. Alvin Davis at 513/984-5000. 

eel) E. ALVIN DAVIS 8i. ASSOCIATES, INC. 

RADIO PROGRAMMING 
8i MARKETING 
9851 FOREST GLEN DRIVE 
CINCINNATI, OH 45242 

Quality consulting for select clients 
513/984-5000 

E Alvin Davis 
* President 
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Four New Programming Stunts 
Success stories your station may be able to use. 

Editor's note: This month Radio 
Only reporters bring you several 
programming and promotion 
ideas that may work for you in 
your market. If you've heard of 
any new strategies, let us know. 

1. Put your morning show on 
television. WRBQ-FM, Tampa has 
just started airing its morning 
show on a local UHF channel. Each 
weekday from 6 a.m. until 10 a.m., 
sights and sounds from the WRBQ-
FM studio can be seen in any 
household owning a television. 

Jones Infra Cable — which owns 
the UHF channel —provided the sta-
tion with a TV studio. 
A special guest star was used 

to kick-off its television debut 
— David Lee Roth. 
The difference between the tele-

vision and radio version of the 
WRBQ-FM morning show — the 
commercials. 
WRBQ-FM still sells spots and 

receives revenue for ads airing on 
the radio. Jones Infra Cable sells 
spots and receives revenue for ads 
airing on the UHF channel (commer-
cials are regular television spots). 
The televised morning show is 

promoted heavily during the 
morning show with liners during 

other dayparts. Another possibil-
ity — have the UHF channel air 
commercials for the morning 
show as part of a trade. 

2. Invite a live audience into 
your studio for a special weekly 
program. Every Thursday morning 
from 8 a.m. until 9 a.m., WMJI-FM, 
Cleveland broadcasts "Knuckle 
Heads in the News." 
The studio is filled to capacity 

each week well before the program 
begins. DJs air reports regarding 
studio space to eliminate turning 
away people. 
"Knuckle Heads in the News" is 

a news special about bizarre unbe-
lievable events. Stories include: A 
29-year-old woman suing the mak-
ers of birth control jelly — lawyers 
concluded she used it on her toast; 
Siamese twin murdered by his 
twin — reason being he talked and 
snored too much. All stories aired 
have appeared in a publication. 

Listeners are also invited to send 
in stories. If used on the air, they 
receive tickets to the Cleveland 
Comedy Club. Other sources are 
AP, UPI and True Facts (a Na-
tional Lampoon service received 
through a barter deal). 
"Knuckle Heads in the News" is 

KOSI-FM, Denver gives listeners who correctly identify the station's mystery songs a 
chance to play bingo at a hotel and win prizes. 

promoted on Wednesdays, once 
per daypart. 

Plans are underway to do the 
show live from a local mall with a 
theater facility about six times 
this year. It was done in November 
— 500 people showed up. 

3. Bingo! A new way to play. 
KOSI-FM, Denver plays five mys-
tery songs every day for one 
month. Listeners send in post 
cards (for a bingo game drawing) 
naming three mystery songs that 
are played on any one day — this 
forces listening. Over a one-month 
period 55,000 entries were received. 

For 20 days 101 names were 
drawn daily. Listeners' names 
could be drawn unlimited times. 
KOSI-FM drew a total of about 

650 different names. Each person 
could bring a guest for the bingo 
game— a total of 1,100 showed up. 
The bingo game was held at a 

local hotel. Monitored by the sta-
tion's staff. Event lasted four hours 
— ten games were played. Each par-
ticipant received a packet. 
Bingo cards were assigned ac-

cording to number of times a lis-
tener's name was drawn (more 
times, more cards). 

Prizes were given for each game 
— VCRs, televisions, carpeting, fur 
coats. One out of the ten games 
was played for a grand prize — a trip 
to somewhere like Hawaii. Only 
listeners who correctly guessed 
three of the mystery songs re-
ceived a card to play for the grand 
prize (550 listeners). 
Small prizes like movie or din-

ner tickets and carpet cleaning cer-
tificates were put in a number of 
bingo packets. Between bingo 
games, names were drawn to re-
ceive similar prizes. 

4. Send your DJs on coffee 
breaks to offices. Top CHR station 
in Miami WPOW-FM ("Power 96") 
has its DJs bring coffee and donuts 
to offices in the morning. Any 
office can be part of the coffee 
break by calling during midday to 
sign up. 
A DJ from a different daypart 

does the coffee break Monday 
through Friday. Then the on-air 
personality says, "Today (name of 
DJ) will be taking donuts to (name 
of business)." —By Linda Egerter and 
Stephanie Penner 
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Al Ham's 

THE"MUSIC OF 

Now on 

SATELLITE 

America's original nostalgia format is now available 
on satellite. The music of your lifP is tile mosi 
successful syndicated format ever. And now Al Ham 
along with his celebrity friends are about to take it to 
even greater heights. 

Couple Al Ham's mu-ical knowledge and continuous 
research with national major league air talent, and von 
have a great sound. When you include the personality 
and charm cf America's superstar celebrities...you have 
a product that is of major significance. 

For more information, call Transtar at 
1-800-654-3904 

Pairwest Satellite Programming Inc. • 619-695-8386 
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Dan Lemer's WKSZ-FM switched its locus from love songs to ' lite music by 
promoting events such as the KISS 100 Women's Tennis Invitational. Lerner (left) seen 
here with tennis pro Martina Navratilova. 

Using 40-Minute Music Sweeps  
How a little suburban station had its best book ever. 

Five-and-a-half years ago, Dan and Bread have begun to disappear. 
Lerner switched on WKSZ-FM in the Fleetwood Mac's "Everywhere," 
Philadelphia suburb of Media, PA. Bruce Springsteen's softer songs, 
Today it is second only to album the Cars' "Drive" and some songs by 

rock powerhouse VVMMR-FM the Police also are on the playlist. 
among listeners 25-to-54 years old That playlist is firm — on-air an-
in the market. nouncers are permitted no discre-
The "lite" AC station in the fall tion. Music comes from carts or 

1987 Arbitron book jumped to a directly from compact discs. 
5.8 share from a 5.0 share in the A 40-minute music sweep is a 
summer and a 4.3 share in fall 1986 keystone in the station's program-
among listeners 12 and older. ming strategy and promotion cam-
WKSZ-FM also played a role in paign. It was felt that the sweep is 

the decision recently by long-time long enough that, at best, another 
traditional easy-listening station station in the market could only 
WEAZ-FM to switch to an all-vocals match it. The sweep begins at : 55 
approach compared with its and ends at :35. That way, a lis-
former instrumental/vocal mix. tener who reports listening for the 

Here's how WKSZ-FM did it: full 40-minute sweep counts as 
Programming Strategy: The ap- someone who has listened for a full 

proach is to appeal to the listener hour by Arbitron standards (five 
between 30 and 55 years old. As minutes in a 15-minute period). 
younger listeners move into the At first, WKSZ-FM (or "KISS 
target group, the music can be ad- 100") used the match/flow basis of 
justed. In one year, the playlist blending music that is used by 
might change by 15 percent. easy-listening stations. The 

For example: Cyndi Lauper has match/flow approach blends one 
been added for the station's song into another. But WKSZ-FM 
younger listeners who grew up found that people didn't know the 
with her music, says PD Michael station was playing as many songs 
M. Colby. On the other end, songs as it was. So some contrast be-
by John Denver and David Gates tween songs was built into the way 

the station is programmed. 
A computer system is used to 

maintain different gradings of each 
song based on tempo and intensity. 
The computer searches out the 
most-rested songs and matches 
them to other songs. 
Promotion Strategy: Television 

advertising has been invaluable for 
the station in introducing itself to 
the public. WKSZ- FM first posi-
tioned itself as the "love" music 
station. 
However, now it is moving to 

other ways to promote itself with 
listeners. Last fall it began to build 
a listener database as an outgrowth 
from its Frequent Listener Club. 
Early this year it had 30,000 mem-
bers and the number was growing. 
Four times a day, an announcer 

reads the name of a member on the 
air. That member has 100 minutes 
to call to get $ 100 as a prize. 
The station mailed a direct-mail 

piece that resembled an Arbitron 
diary — prompting the ratings ser-
vice to include a warning on page 
5B in the Philadelphia book that 
indicated the station engaged in a 
special activity. 

WKSZ-FM also looked for a major 
sporting event to promote in the 
Philadelphia region. Last summer 
it initiated the KISS 100 Women's 
Tennis Invitational. Over a two-
day period, 12,000 people attended 
the event. Ticket prices were from 
$15 to $20. Members of the WKSZ-
FM Frequent Listeners Club got 
first crack at the tickets. 
Advertising Strategy: Since con-

tinuous music is played for 40 mi-
nutes at a time, only 20 minutes 
remain to fit in commercials. In 
that period, there are only three 
commercial breaks consisting of a 
maximum of three spots per break 
(nine units an hour). 
Two songs separate the three 

commercial-break periods. 

Twelve local salespeople work 
at the station. In addition, WKSZ-
FM employs a general sales man-
ager, a national sales manager and 
a local sales manager. They carry 
no lists. 
The best advertising categories 

have been auto dealers, banks and 
department stores. 
-By Neill Borowski 
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Jon Coleman, President Richard Harker, Vice President 

A PLAN THAT WORKS 

Coleman Research 
is One of Radio's 
Top Two Research 
Companies because 

We Develop 
Plans that Work 

For research to be meaningful it must be more than 
gathering data — it must lead to an action plan. 
Coleman Research is recognized as a research leader 
because it offers action plans that work. 
Coleman Research develops a strategy and lays out 
a series of steps that turn research into action. The 
Plan encompasses both marketing and programming 
— developing a position for the station as well as 
specific programming elements. 
The Plan has worked for stations like KZZP-

Phoenix; WNSR- New York; KISS-San Antonio; 
WCXR-Washington, D.C., and KBIG-Los Angeles. 
And, The Plan can work for you. Call us for more 
information. 

Coleman Research . . . a recognized leader 
PO. Box 13829 • Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 • (919) 790-0000 
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Think cf it. You're a 25-34-year old adult who likes 
good rock 'n' roll favc rites. But you turn on the radio 

and what do you hear? The AOR station is playing lots 
of1oud,,hed rock you don't like along with the good 

songs, érid a lot of music that's kind of unfamiliar to you. 

And that new "Classic Rocker" is beginning to sound 

pretty-old, playing the same songs from the 60's and 70's 
over and over again. 

The A/C stations a•-e too wimpy and the CHR's are 
too juvenile% 

is the answer for America's dissatisfied 
rock 'n' roll adults. 

A very special form.Jla of rock 'n' roll 111.--

favorites— the great hits— without the - 

hard rock . . . based in the great rock - 
'n' roll of the 80's and today, with a . 
flavoring of the 60's and 70's. 

4 is produced only by 
Transtar—the people who identified the 

void for FORMAT 41 and developed the 
superior product that has become the 

most successful new format in decades. 
Now, this new special melding of re-

searched songs, rotation patterns, and . 
unique formatics becomes America's 

next great money demo format 

For more information 
and a free demo call us at 

1-800-654-3904 

latagm• 
INV •• 

The Quality Satellite Network 
660 Southpointe Court, Suite 300, Colorado Springs, CO 80906 
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Sales MiniMMBRIM 

New Ways to Face Objections  
Proven strategies your salespeople can try next time they hear 
an objection. 

By Irwin Pollack 

If the Prospect Won't Take Your 
Calls — What's Next? 
Here's how WEEI-AM, Boston's 

Gary Bernstein did it. Bernstein 
tried making phone calls to get in-
the-door to present his station's 
New England Patriots football 
package to Mirak Chevrolet, but 
couldn't get through. He then got 
three of the station's interns to 
dress up as New England Patriots 
Cheerleaders to assist him on the 
call. When they got to the door of 
the prospect, the presentation 
began with a cheer: "Give me an 
M ...give me an 1.. . give me an 
R... give me an A...give me a 
K... what does it spell? Mirak!" 
Creativity ultimately sold the client 
and won Bernstein a $ 100,000 plus 
order. Need more ideas? Bernstein 
has more for stations who want 
some hints (617) 262-5900. 
As offbeat as it sounds, a singing 

telegram works. Ask WDHR-FM, 
Pikeville, KY Account Executive 
Dan P'Pool. Send them to prospects 
at least six times a year. P'Pool can 
be reached at (606) 437-4051. 
Overcoming "Your Station 

Doesn't Work." 
Dan Slocum, WTYL-AM/FM, 

Tylertown, MS thinks advertisers 
need to be reminded it's not always 
the station's fault. For example, in 
many cases their own salespeople 
aren't capable of closing a "hot" 
buyer. In other cases, the offer or 
incentive given in the commercial 
isn't strong enough to warrant ac-
tion on the listener's behalf. 

Suggest, "Tell you what I'll do 
...with your permission, I'll air 15 
commercials on our station tornor-

Irwin Pollack is president of 
Boston, MA-based Irwin on Radio, 
Inc. and tours the country with 
his one-day "Super-Achiever" 
radio sales seminar. He also 
conducts private radio sales 
seminars for radio stations and 
broadcast groups. 

row between 6 a.m. and 3 p.m. ad-
vertising that between 3 p.m. and 
4 p.m., anybody who comes by your 
business will receive a five-dollar 
bill absolutely free. All they have 
to do is say they heard the message 
on WTYL." Advertisers almost al-
ways refuse, and most get the 
point. Slocum has more ideas and 
is willing to share them if you call 
him at (601) 876-2105. 

Here's a guaranteed way to show 
your station gets results — maybe 
more than it deserves credit for. The 
next time you have a chance to de 
sign a radio campaign for a prospect, 
do what Sleepy Hollow Waterbeds 
did in the Providence market. 
Each station aired a sale com-

mercial telling listeners that if 
they went into any Sleepy Hollow 
Waterbed location and a salesper-
son said, "Can I help you?," cus-
tomers should respond, "No...just 
looking" and they could qualify for 
some special sale prices. Having a 
"No...just looking sale" is going 
to show advertisers the station is 
in fact working, because it's what 
most people say whenever a sales-
person asks, "Can I help you?" 

Advertisers need to be reminded 
that the radio station can only be 
held accountable for making its 
audience aware. Introducing a 
Worthwhile incentive or offer in 
the commercial is the responsibil-
ity of both parties. But, whether or 
not the advertiser's own sales-
people can close "hot" prospects is 
a responsibility that is solely in the 
advertiser's hands. 

Answering "Don't Call Us... 
We'll Call You." 
Buy a door and send it to the tough 

prospect. That's what WKQB-FM, 
Charleston, SC did when a local 
agency refused to make an appoint-
ment. It wrapped the door in pack-
ing tape and sent it overnight mail 
with the note, "Don't close the door 
on WKQB-FM." Now, WKQB-FM 
is getting the appointments. That's 
one way to get your foot in the 
door. Call John Trenton at (803) 
538-5401 if you want to try it. 

How to Crack Format Prejudice 
Media buyers that have precon-

ceived notions as to the qualitative 
profile of a station's audience have 
encountered many salespeople that 
just won't give up: 

• Lynette Bowman, KRXQ-FM, 
Sacramento encountered a pros-
pect that felt rock listeners 
wouldn't buy his new cars. So, 
Bowman went to a local shopping 
center and took pictures of cars in 
the parking lot that had "93 Rock's" 
bumper sticker on it and also got 
into the same picture the license 
plate with the name of the dealer-
ship on it. This was her way of prov-
ing to the prospect that the sta-
tion's audience and dealership's 
customers were one and the same. 
For other ideas, call Bowman at 
(916) 334-7777. 

• Onetime, news-talk station 
WTKN-AM, Pittsburgh couldn't 
get in to see the Midas Muffler de-
cision maker. The client didn't 
think the station made any sense. 
The buy was planned to be four or 
five deep. So, in an attempt to 
arouse emotion, the salesperson 
went to the junkyard and gathered 
rusty mufflers. Sent a muffler a day 
to the decision maker with the 
note, "These are the people we 
reach... commuters!" Finally the 
buyer called back and said, "Don't 
send me another muffler and I'll 
give you the buy." 

• After the local advertising di-
rector of McDonalds wouldn't put 
one Baton Rouge station on the 
buy, the station sent its sales pre-
sentation to the agency wrapped in 
a Sausage Biscuit wrapper... the 
station got on the buy. 

• Adult contemporary KMGA-
FM, Albuquerque encountered an 
advertiser that felt the station's 
audience was too passive and 
wouldn't respond to a one-day 
sale. The salesperson made three 
presentations and each one went 
into the trash can. Knowing this, 
sales manager Christine Thomas 
suggested the next presentation be 
sent in a trash can with the note, "I 
know this is where they ultimately 
end up." Thomas reports this strat-
egy worked; the station ultimately 
got on the buy. For more ideas, call 
Thomas at (505) 345-9071. lU 
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Helping Your Salespeople 
Make More Money   
How to motivate your salespeople by inviting in a financial 
planner to advise them on their own money. 

How many radio salespeople 
take that fat, juicy late-spring 
commission check and run to the 
bank to buy a six-month CD? 

Stopped laughing yet? 
WBZZ-FM, Pittsburgh General 

Sales Manager Bill West schedules 
seminars for his sales staff with a 
financial planner to help them get 
a grip on their financial futures. 
This kind of perk is considered 

the next thing in motivation — new 
ways to keep salespeople selling by 
showing them how to better man-
age the money they will be making 
more of. 
The very nature of the commis-

sion business encourages uneven 
lifestyles. The good months are 
great and the bad months are lean. 

Financial planner Bill Few says disability insurance is more important than life 
insurance for the younger person. 

Many salespeople take their fat 
$5,000 commission check in a 
good month, go out and blow it on 
their wardrobes, consumer elec-
tronics or automobiles. 
Few salespeople are thinking 

ahead to the future in their finan-
cial planning. 

If you want to try this new moti-
vational tactic, here's how to get 
started: 
• Invite in a reputable financial 

planner. Not an insurance sales-
man who calls himself one. Not a 
stockbroker trying to peddle 
mutual funds. Ask around in the 
community for someone who can 
give your sales staff, at a weekly 
sales meeting, an objective apprais-
al of their finances. 

Hint: Pay them for the speaking 
engagement. Buy them dinner. Or 
maybe they will look at it as a way 
to get some leads on some very 
highly paid people. 

• Explain why you're doing it. 
Emphasize that it's not because 
you frown upon their lifestyles. 
Stress that it's because you want 
them to be able to evenly maintain 
their lifestyles throughout the 
year and into the future. 
Many salespeople will be plan-

ning marriage or buying a home — 
things that take some degree of 
financial planning. 

Financial planner Bill Few of 
Pittsburgh-based Bill Few Associ-
ates (412-281-1025) was the plan-
ner summoned for the WBZZ-FM 
seminar. 
Few, who's been a planner for 21 

years and does a radio show in 
Pittsburgh, is available to other 
stations for advice. 
Here is some of his advice that 

you can build upon as a starter for 
your next sales meeting: 

• Pay yourself first. Automatic 
payroll deduction is a great way, as 
are 401-k plans. Begin a savings 
pattern immediately and stick 
by it. Make this money inviolate 
and do not touch it. Although an 
average of two percent to three 
percent of gross income is saved, 
the ideal amount is five percent to 
ten percent. 
Look at that big check as some-

thing to sock away and not spend. 
It's amazing how fast one can con-
tinue to live and spend without the 
money that's being saved. 
How much to aim for: Six to 

nine months of expenses. 

• Increase your net worth. 
Here are four ways: ( 1) Get more 
money on the job and put away 
that raise; (2) Cut back on foolish 
spending; (3) Use tax planning to 
cut your taxes, and; ( 4) Increase the 
rate of return on your savings. 

• Cut up your credit cards. In 
his rounds of sales staffs, Few has 
found many, many people "maxed 
out" on their credit cards. They're 
paying upwards of 19 percent a 
year for purchases they've long for-
gotten. Pay off the cards and cut 
them up, use checks or cash at the 
stores. -By Neill Borowski 
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HOW TO 

INCREASE 
YOUR BILLING 
IN JUST 7 H9URS 0 4 

Attend IRWIN POLLACK'S SUPER-ACHIEVER SEMINAR 

"New Ways to Increase Radio Sales in 1988" 

Here's what you'll learn... 

• How to sell ideas, move product, get results, and throw 
away the ratings book 

• How Irwin raised rates 493% in 6 months and still kept 
his account base 

• 31 ways to handle tough objections 
• Irwin's secrets for dealing with "The Arguer", "The 

Clam", and "The Price Buyer" 
• Hard-hitting collection techniques 
• 18-page, hard-hitting presentation outline that won. 

Irwin a $ 132,000 order 
• Irwin's techniques for dealing with cost-per-point and 

demographic-oriented media buyers 
• How to really sell your station's benefits 
• Win/win negotiating tactics to use with advertisers 
• 1988's new closing techniques 
• Ways to sell radio's advantages over newspaper, TV, 

and cable 
• 12 effective strategies that will increase your station's 

new business volume, plus names of advertising 
decision-makers for your market 

• R.I.P. Program, "Money-Bag" Promotion, and 
others--Seminar attendees have already closed 
$148,000 in new business using them 

• Today's hottest prospects, about their industries, and 
how to close them 

Here's what you'll get... 

1. Irwin's 58-page workbook—filled with a seminar 
outline, worksheets, and names of actual advertising 
decision-makers for your market. 

2. A one-year subscription to Super-Achiever 
Spotlight—Irwin Pollack's monthly newsletter. 

3. Irwin's 5-volume cassette series on "New Ways to 
Increase Radio Sales in 1988"—available for a staff 
of 6 or more—just ask. 

4. Irwin's Unique Guarantee! You must receive at least 
5 times the return on your investment by the third 
month of applying Irwin 
Pollack's techniques, or 
your full registration fee 
will be promptly and 
cheerfully refunded. 

5. A framable diploma. 

6. Six months of ongoing 
consultation from Irwin 
Pollack. Irwin's help is 
just a phone call away. 
It's like having an in-house sales consultant on your 
staff just for having attended the seminar. 

Finally, a radio sales seminar that really is worth your time and money! 

IRWIN POLLACK'S SUPER-ACHIEVER SEMINAR is coming soon to a city near you. 
Washington, D.C. . . April 15 
Little Rock, AR .... April 19 
Kansas City, MO . .. April 20 
Omaha, NE  April 21 
Green Bay, WI  April 22 

Peoria, II Apri126 
Philadelphia. PA  Apri127 
Boston, MA  April 29 
Eugene, OR May 3 
San Francisco. CA.. May 4 

TO REGISTER, 
CALL NOW! 

1-800-USA-SELL 
In MA, call collect (617)367-3222 
24 hours a day; 7 days a week 

Anaheim, CA  May 5 
Minneapolis, MN . May' 10 
Austin, TX May 11 
Shreveport, LA  May 12 
Atlanta, GA . . .  May 13 

$150 per person 
($125 for three to five) 

$666 for six or more 
(This is how WIBM, Lansing, MI sent 
12 people for $55.50 per person!) 

VISA, MasterCard, American Express. 

Or send your check or money order to: 
SUPER-ACHIEVER SEMINARS 
One Devonshire Place, Suite 1914 
Boston, MA 02109-3514 
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How to Do "The 69-Cent Dollar" 
Your game plan for a quick and easy way to boost billing. 

Here's a promotion that is a sell-
out to both sponsors and listeners. 

It's "The 69-Cent Dollar" sales 
promotion offered by the Radio 
Retailing Network based in New 
York City, (212) 684-2727. 

It is aimed to fight "outshop-
ping" — when local residents leave 
a small community to shop at a 
larger community's mall. 

In a medium-sized market, it 
could be used at one mall and the 
participating merchants could be 
those in the mall. 
Radio Retailing Network is cur-

rently working on a plan to use the 
promotion at one department store, 
for example, in a larger city. 

There are some simple guidelines 
if you'd like to turn your sales force 
loose on advertisers that are sure 
to like the basic premise. 
Here's how to do it: 
• "Sell" dollars to listeners for 

69 cents each. The only condition 
is that listeners must show up at 
remote broadcasts to buy the dol-
lars. They can spend the special 
money — with the station's call let-
ters printed on them — at any one 
of a list of sponsoring merchants. 
A listener would pay, for example, 

$17.25 for $25 in 69-cent dollars. 
Businesses redeem the money 

for a full dollar which means that 

your radio station is making up the 
difference — 31 cents on the dollar 
— by paying the bank a full dollar 
for each 69-cent dollar turned in. 
The bank draws money out of the 
station's account to cover the 69-
cent dollars. It sounds like a lot, 
but 10,000 of the 69-cent dollars 
would cost the station only $3,100. 
• Design your own program. 

Radio Retailing Network has a 
manual and a whole program de-
signed — including specially 
printed 69-cent dollars that make 
counterfeiting difficult. Radio Re-
tailing is praised by some of the 
radio stations that are participat-
ing for its support. 
However, the promotion can be 

done without buying the program, 
which costs $995. But, Radio Re-
tailing has registered the 69-Cent 
Dollar title as a trademark. 

Radio Retailing President An-
thony S. Niskanen says he has sold 
the promotion in 60 markets in 
eight weeks. He expects to be in 
200 to 300 markets by year's end. 
• Sell sponsors a schedule that 

includes one remote. Shelly Dren-
nen, general manager at WE'TZ-
AM/WATQ-FM, New Martinsville, 
WV sold a spot package with the 
remote consisting of 26 spots in 
each of three months. Sponsors 

paid $ 1,500 for all three months. 
A deposit was charged the spon-

sors up front — so the stations could 
establish an account from which 
the bank could draw. 

• Limit the amount of dollars 
the listeners can buy at any one 
time. Make it $25 per person at any 
one remote. And when your sta-
tion runs out of the dollars, it 
should close the strongbox. 
At KBIC-FM, Alice, TX Tommy 

Thompson also limited the amount 
to $25. He held the remotes to one 
hour, while, the West Virginia sta-
tions made it two hours. 
The West Virginia stations sold 

850 dollars at each remote. The 
stations grossed about $20,000 on 
the promotion. The Texas station 
grossed about $30,000. 

• Hand out the dollars in the 
middle of a remote...not from the 
beginning. Use the promotion to 
show sponsors the listener response. 
They were lined up for each station 
at the promotion. If you hand them 
out right away, many listeners will 
have to be turned away. 

• Build on the "theater" of the 
event. KBIC-FM employed a friend 
of Thompson who wore his large, 
silver pistol at his side and acted as 
a guard. A special metal strongbox 
was used to hold the money. 
Of course, the amount of money 

actually flashed around at any one 
of the remotes was relatively 

small. But the hype drew 
attention to the cash 
giveaway. 
• Urge sponsors to 

run sales with the 
promotion. One jewelry 
store ran a one-hour 
sale. The listeners got 
31 percent off (the 69-
cent dollar) plus a per-
centage off on the regu-
lar price. 
• Get the bank be-

hind the station. Sign it 
up as a sponsor. That 
will grease the way for 
money to be redeemed. 
In West Virginia, the 
bank actually was giv-
ing away the 69-cent 
dollars at weekly draw-
ings. -By Neill Borowski 

CERTIFICATE UlfilM11₹11111'410111111111111111=111i111111' 

69 Cent - WXYZ *ONE* Dollar Certificate 

940 ANI 

The Participating Businesses 
listed on the reverse side 
will redeem this certificate 

for the equivalent of 

ONE DOLLAR 

towards purchases 

B 10973245 

Another Unique Value from Your Community Businesses 

STAMP HERE 
TO DEPOSIT 

EXPIRES AFTER 

1/31/57 
CEL 

NOT LEGAL TENDER 

II 

Participating stations get 10,000 69-Cent Dollars from Radio Retailing Network. 
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Shooting Blind? 
We've Got Your Taget 

Suppose your market isn't 
measured by a major qualitative 
survey. A national database 

doesn't suit your needs, because 
your market is anything but 
"average': And you certainly 
don't have a research staff num-
bering in the hundreds and ready 

to burn up the local phone lines. 

TargetONE was created just 

for you. For the first time, you can 
access lifestyle and product information, 
including local characteristics, and 

that information will interact with 
your current Arbitron or Birch ratings data to 

produce targeted average and cume numbers. 

TargetONE's ingredients include some of the 

most sophisticated and respected consumer research 

available today. It starts with the 40,000-respondent 

national database from Mediamark Research, Inc. 

MRI's in-depth questionaire produces the lifestyle, 

product usage and media habits of each respondent, 

and TargetONE includes over thirteen hundred of 
these categories, each carefully selected to offer 
maximum value in local, regional and national 

radio sales. 

1 
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The MRI base is then custom-tailored to your 
market, using PRIZM cluster information 

from Claritas, Inc., and includes radio 
format preferences for each respondent. 

All of this is combined to create an elegant 
system with fast data access, an intuitive 
user interface and call-letter specific, 
presentation-quality printed reports. 

TargetONE offers graphic and tabular rank 
reports, reflecting rank for Composition, 

Index, Average or Cume for any adult 
demographic category. 

All TargetONE information is available for 

any daypart , because the system reads TAPSCAN's 
Arbitron or Birch Infinity data! 

You can profile your station, comparing reach 
or composition for any combination of targets you 

specify. Or plan a full schedule, with reach, 

frequency, GRPs, effective reach and cost effi-

ciency for any combination of stations. And there's 
miich more. . . 

TargetONE is a completely unprecedented 
system, bringing a new world of sales information 
to your station. Get on target. Call TAPSCAN 
at (205) 987-7456 for details. 

1988 TAPSCAN, INC. 3000 RIVERCHASE GALLERIA SUITE 1111 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35244 

BOSTON CHICAGO 

[617] 264-4138 (312] 549-5533 

LOS ANGELES TORONTO VANCOUVER 

[213) 376-6242 [416] 963-9944 [604] 439-0087 
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Price And Item 
A powerful way to show advertisers that radio can work as good 
as or better than a newspaper ad. 

Newspapers are masterful at 
showing their advertisers how 
well print ads work. 
Look how many people show up 

at a retailer's store and ask for a 
special item that's on sale with the 
advertisement in hand. Clearly, it 
was the newspaper ad that got 
them there. 
They can't show up with radio 

commercials, but David Shepherd, 
station manager at KWIX-AM/ 
KRES-FM, Moberly, MO says he 
uses the next best thing. 
Shepherd all but requires his sta-

tions' advertisers to cite both the 
price and item in the spot. That way, 
advertisers can see how the sta-
tions get results. And get results 
they do: Shepherd claims his sta-
tions will gross $ 1.5 million this 
year in a town of 13,000 — more 
than the local daily newspaper. 

If you want to try it, here are 
some hints: 

2 
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• Push items that are in de-
mand. When you begin to discuss 
the copy ask the client, "What's 
your in-demand merchandise?" 
Push the client to include that in-
formation in the spot. Tell him or 
her that everyone wants to know 
two things about retailers: What 
have you got and how much does 
it cost? 
• Don't be afraid of price-and-

item clutter. Many items are ad-
vertised by price in a newspaper ad. 
People often remember the name of 
the store, the item they're looking 
for and generally how much it is. The 
same impressions will be left with 
the potential customer listening to 
the price-and-item approach. 

Stations are beginning to push 
their sales staffs hard to sell direct 
to retail clients. This innovative 
approach is a way to woo new clients 

VOW 

Becraft Jewelers in Moberly has a large 

selection of beautiful diamond engagement 

rings, including this quarter-carat diamond 

solitaire set in 14-karat gold for $339. Or give 

her this elegant three-quarters of a carat 

diamond engagement ring set in yellow gold 

for $2,350. Or delight her with a yellow-gold 

wedding band set with five 20-point diamonds 

totaling one carat for $ 1395. Show her your 

love with a diamond from Becraft Jewelers 

In Moberly. 

mow 
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Price- and-item spots mention several exact pieces of merchandise without 
fear of confusing listeners. These were aired by KWIX-AM/KRES-FM, Moberly, MO. 

to the station — clients who in the 
past have heard from the same old 
radio salespeople pitching the 
same old approach to radio spots. 

• Run two to five different items 
in the advertisement. Shepherd's 
stations run only 30-second com-
mercials. Each price-and-item 
commercial is treated as a 30-sec-
ond newscast about the business. 
Listeners will pay closer attention 
to the commercial if prices are 
listed. Put it all on carts — no live 
price and items to avoid mistakes 
— and do not use music. The com-
mercials are not highly produced. 
• Emphasize the "traceable re-

sults" when pitching the clients. 
Tell them that, with effective 
price-and-item advertising, they 
can actually see the products leave 
the shelves as a result of the radio 
campaign. 
• Pitch the price and item to 

consumer electronics dealers. 
They're the ones with many, many 
items in newspaper advertisements. 
Get them to mn five different 
items. Make sure they are different 
from the ones running in the news-
paper so the station can demon-
strate the results. 
Other prime candidates for price 

and item: Appliance stores, car 
dealerships, even clothing stores 
citing the price on well-known de-
signer clothes. 
Then take it even a step further, 

as Shepherd's stations have. Hos-
pitals pitch mammography exami-
nations, for a total of $85 including 
the doctor's fees. Banks use the 
price-and-item spots to feature the 
interest rates they offer on their de-
posit accounts or the rates they 
charge for loans. Even funeral 
homes have advertised the price of 
pre-need funeral planning on the 
air (..."only $3 a week"). 
• Question clients closely so 

they don't push their "dogs." 
Make sure they give you "in-de-
mand" merchandise to promote 
on the air. Their tendency will be 
to try to stick the dogs on you, so 
they can get them out the door. 
Carefully probe the client to make 
sure that the merchandise you will 
offer will at least have a chance of 
moving so you can show how your 
campaign was a success. 
-By Neill Borowski 
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SUNDAY NIGHTS ARE GREAT FOR 
WATCHING MORLEY, ED, CLINT OR 
AND TALKING WITH MIKE AND CHARLIE 

BURT 

Every Sunday 
night between 9 p.m. 
and midnight, our 
telephone lines are 
open to receive calls. 

Program directors, 
general managers, 
and other executives Mike McVay is President and active 

from stations we consultant for McVay Media. His 
consult call us for any It Vioina ns i citr: itings toracekadretcord for sta-

1 he industry 
reason they choose. year after year. 

Last Sunday, Charlie and I had a 
number of conversations and, as usual, 
we covered alot of ground. 

There were discussions about a dis-
gruntled employee. A program director 
wrestling over a job offer. Music 

Charlie Cook shares consultancy re-
sponsibilities for McVay Media and 
specializes in Adult Contemporary, 
Country, Contemporary Hit Radio 
and Nostalgia. 

research that was 
just returned. 

We also discussed 
qualifications with a 
GM about a morning 
candidate and review-
ed a visit report with 
another. 

It's regularly sched-
uled time we spend 
like none other. 

One-on-one without interruption. 
Everyone we work with knows he can 

talk with Charlie or me every Sunday 
after 9 p.m. until midnight. 

Before that, they can watch and 
listen to all those other guys. 

Alcla MED& 
A proven system for higher ratings. 

Executive Office: 24650 Center Ridge Road. Suite 148. Cleveland, OH 44145 12161892-1910 Nashville Office: Contact Charlie Cook. 1425 Robert E. Lee Lane, Brentwood, TN 37027 16151373-2518 



Sales 

The New Mini FM Transmitters 
Self-contained, low-powered "mini stations" salespeople are now 
offering to prospects as value added. 

Radio stations looking for another 
sales edge will be interested in the 
new mini FM transmitters able to 
broadcast 400 feet to 1,400 feet. 
The cost for exclusive rights and 

ten mini FM transmitters is now 
$3,995. The cost has gone up $500 
from the time it was first intro-
duced. Additional FM transmit-
ters are available for $320 each. 
And, the manufacturer is selling 

a pack of ten mini FM transmitters 
on a one-per-market basis. 
Hoberg Communications, headed 

by Don Hoberg (701) 852-0301/0344, 
is offering the short-range FM 
transmitter with a twelve-month 
exclusivity agreement. First radio 
station in a market to request 
equipment will have the exclusiv-
ity agreement. 
Now, here's how it 

works: 
• Choose an unoc-

cupied frequency close 
to your station on the 
FM dial. KBQQ-FM, IX 99 
Minot, ND, owned 

FOR 

ee • 
C 4:),Ce ° 

the min 

•‘.:› 

FM 

INV 

by 

Fm transmitter, 0117 afrwhin ir .) 
y he creator of the nin e e 

chose 99.3 as the op-
erating frequency for p¡ggly 
its mini FM transmit- wiggly 
ters. The station oper-
ates on 99.9. Your 
station will benefit from 

To promote the "drive-buy" radio, Don Holberg (left) tells clients such as Coca Cola 
Bottling of Minot to put signs on light posts in grocery store parking lots. 

this, due to the continuity be-
tween all short-range FM trans-
mitters. 
• Demonstrate it to prospects. 

KBQQ-FM's salestaff goes directly 
to the client's place of business and 
sets up the mini FM transmitter 
without letting on to what is going 
to take place. The demonstration 
takes five minutes to set up. A 
temporary antenna is taped to the 
inside of the business's window. 
(Actual unit takes approximately 
one hour to install and is mounted 
on top of the building.) 
The client is escorted to the 

parking lot to hear the commercial 
(a demo tape researched and pro-
duced by the salesperson) airing 
continuously on a car radio. The 

KBQQ-FM sales staff 
claims it has not had any 
clients turn down the 
mini FM transmitter. 
• Make it free with 

the purchase of spots. 
KBQQ-FM provides 
the mini FM transmit-
ters free of charge in ex-
change for the purchase 
of a serious long-term 
ad schedule — usually 
a year. The station 
has already brought in 

$53,000 of business with 
i FM transmitter — $38,000 



( .1 Nationwide Media Brokers 

man 
Associates 

Come by our Hospitality Suite in the Las Vegas 
Hilton, Suite 10-121 in the North Tower, during the 
NAB Convention to talk about our availabilities. 

AM/Class B NE $5.4M 

AM-Day NE $550K 

TV-UHF NE $17M 

5 stn, group var. $8.5M 

AM/Class A SE $1.2M 

Fulltime AM SE $1.45M 

Fulltime AM SE $425K 

Class A FM SE $750K 

AM/Class A SE $350K 

AM/Class C SW $1.5M 

Class C FM SW $550K 

Class C FM SW $2.8M 

AM/Class C SW $2.4M 

UHF-TV SW $11M 

Audio Prod. nat'l $2M 

Fulltime AM MW $950K 

AM/Class A MW $600K 

Fulltime AM W WOK 

Class C FM W $1.3M 

AM/Class B W $4.5M 

Class C FM W $2M 

Class B FM W $4M 

Well established, resort mkt. real estate 

Excellent NJ facility at 1.5 x gross 

Independent, major market 

Resort markets, 4 FMs and 1 AM 

Profitable combo, medium market 

Local leader, FL coast mkt., cash flow 

FL growth market, excellent real estate 

Med. FL market, real estate included 

Small market, cash flow, $ 125K down 

Combo w/ ft. AM, serves 175k+ metro 

New C2 serving 47,500, $ 100K down 

Covers 2 western metro areas, terms 

AZ, new Class C, 9x ' 88 cash flow 

Top 40 TV market 

Well known production firm, revenues 

Midwest metro, top 100 market, terms 

Profitable, priced at 2x gross, terms 

Top 50 market, $75,000 down 

California market with high growth 

Central California growth market 

Top 50 market, excellent signal 

Top 75 market, good ratings, terms 

Kevin Cox 

Ron Hickman 

Kent Replogle 

Younts/Shaffer 

Mitt Younts 

George Reed 

Jim Brewer 

Ed Shaffer 

Ernie Pearce 

Bill Whitley 

Bill Whitley 

Bernie Kvale 

David LaFrance 

Peter Stromquist 

Bill Lochman 

Sharon Fisher 

Bill Lytle 

Greg Merrill 

Jim Mergen 

Ray Stanfield 

Greg Merrill 

George Reed 

Jim Brewer • 904/353-2522 

Kevin Cox • 617/330-7880 

Sharon Fisher • 312/490-0470 

Ron Hickman • 201/579-5232 

Bernie Kvale • 312/490-0470 

David LaFrance • 818/893-3199 

Bill Lochman • 816/932-5314 

Bill Lytle • 816/932-5314 

Jim Mergen • 818/893-3199 

Greg Merrill • 801/753-8090 

Ernie Pearce • 404/998-1100 

George Reed • 904/353-2522 

Kent Replogle • 202/822-1700 

Ed Shaffer • 404/998-1100 

Ray Stanfield • 818/893-3199 

Peter Stromquist • 818/893-3199 

Bill Whitley • 214/788-2525 

Mitt Younts • 202/822-1700 

Chapman Associates • Corporate Offices 

2300 M St. NW, Suite 900 • Washington, DC 20037 • 202/822-1700 • FAX: 202/331-8634 
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Sales IIIMMZZZMZMIIM 

More Sales Starters 
New ways to use ideas and promotions to build billing. 

Editor's note: Here is another in 
our series of new ideas that could 
be used at your next sales meeting. 

• Filling apartment building 
pools with customers. Why? To 
get foot traffic (even if they are wet 
feet) in buildings with occupancy 
problems. 
They're called "Poolside Jams" 

at WYHY-FM, Nashville. This 
southern city has a massive glut of 
vacant apartments. The station 
goes after the apartment owners — 
if they purchase a schedule on the 
station they get a remote at their 
swimming pool. 

Potential renters show up at the 
pool to hear the station and enjoy 
the merriment (about 500 people) 
on a Sunday afternoon. The apart-
ment complex is exposed to those 
attending the jam, but hard-selling 
is discouraged. 
Other sponsors are sold on the 

summer-long sales events, includ-
ing Panama Jack tanning lotions, a 
local scuba center that gives les-
sons in the deep end during the jam 
and the restaurant that supplies 
the "official pizza." 

• Sponsoring "music video" 
hops. They're the successors to the 
sock hops of yesteryear. Stations 
are equipping vans with 45-inch 
screen televisions and two video 
machines as well as a quality audio 
system. 
Schedule hops where teenagers 

can be found. At school: Sponsor 
dances in the gym after sporting 
events or for special holidays like 
Halloween. Set up the video screen 
in lunch rooms. Students enjoy the 
sights and sounds of their favorite 
songs during the school day. Also 
set up the video van in school park-
ing lots for half an hour after 
school lets out. Your station will 
reach teenagers "hanging out" 
after school. 
Have a client sponsor the video 

van. Sponsors are eager to get in-
volved with this form of "radio ex-
citement" to reach the younger 
demos. Get them to help pay a per-
centage of the video van cost — ap-

proximately $30,000. 

• Doing a half-price fair. WKDA-
AM and WKDF-FM run them in 
Nashville. Clients must buy a six-
month schedule to participate. The 
stations have done 18 of them. Of 
course, not all goods are half-price, 
but the 75 merchants offering 25 
percent to 50 percent reductions are 
enough to attract between 28,000 
and 36,000 people over a Saturday 
and Sunday. 
• Designing new commission 

plans. Here's how to start. Ask the 
salesperson what he or she would 
be worth to a competitor. 

For example, the person believes 
the amount would be $ 100,000. 
The station gives 25 percent of the 
amount in salary ($25,000) and 75 
percent ($75,000) in commissions. 
Divide the salesperson's target 

cornm,issions• by quota. If it is 
$75,000, divide it by $1 million. 
That yields a 7.5 percent commis-
sion —paid when the monthly sales 
reach 90 percent of quota. 

If 80 percent to 89 percent of 
quota is reached, pay 90 percent of 
the commission rate; 70-79 per-
cent, 80 percent of the commission 
rate; 60-69 percent, 50 percent of 
commission and less than 60 per-
cent, only the salary for that month. 

If 101 percent of the quota is 
reached, the commission jumps by 
one percentage point to 8.5 per-
cent. Then the salespersbn gets 25 
percent of all sales each month 
over his or her quota when the sta-
tion makes its quota of local and 
national business. 

• Holding a customer focus 
seminar. The selling wave of the 
future is seeing things from the 
customer's perspective. 
Too many times salespeople, 

particularly new recruits, take the 
station's story to the prospect. 
Now more than ever, the approach 
is the other way around. 
Sound sales organizations are 

learning that representing a sta-
tion is second to representing what 
the customer feels he or she needs. 

That's why you may want to try 

renting a meeting room in a local 
hotel. Schedule a Saturday morn-
ing, say, between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
The purpose of the meeting 

(which is held away from the sta-
tion for a reason) is to concentrate 
on how to see things from a pros-
pect's point of view. 
Among the things to try: 
Invite an auto dealer in who you 

know is having a particular mar-
keting problem. It's even better if 
that auto dealer is not a present ad-
vertiser. 
Ask him or her to briefly tell 

your sales team about the dealer-
ship. The more informal the ses-
sion the better. 
Encourage your salespeople to 

ask customer focused questions 
like, "What would you like to ac-
complish most within the next 
three months?" 
Then, encourage them to listen 

to the response. 
This seminar is different from 

others in that it is conducted with 
real, live prospects. It might help 
to invite a jeweler, a retailer, etc. 
to the same meeting — but only one 
prospect per category. 
Don't try to sell them anything. 

Even during the breaks or lunch, 
resist the temptation to sell. 
The prospects will come away 

with a feeling that your station is 
trying to understand their prob-
lems. They may be more likely to 
allow one of the sales reps attend-
ing the seminar to set up a meeting 
with them at a later date. 
Chances are the salesperson will 

go into that meeting better equip-
ped than ever before for customer-
focused selling. 

Additional hints: Schedule 
these seminars once per quarter. 
Choose the prospects who attend 

very carefully. Make sure they are 
not presently on your station. 

Tell them you could both benefit 
if they would be willing to attend. 
Because perhaps one or two usable 
ideas will come up and they can 
take them back to their place of 
business with your compliments. 
The station benefits because the 

prospect will be helping you, the 
station executive, train sales-
people who listen better. Prospects 
should be all for that. 
-By Neill Borowski 
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FIRST IN A SERIES 

Rick 
on 
Radio 
Rick Sklar, program and marketing 
consultant. former VP/ABC Radio, author. 
professor, marathon runner and industry 
expert whose career spans more than 30 
years. Here, from a recent conversation, are 
some observations on getting higher ratings. 

On positioning: 
"Using the wrong station name or image 
phrase can lower your revenue, painting 
you into a narrow demographic corner. 
Greater income results when you set your 
target audience, but position the station 
so that the next desirable, adjacent demo 
also perceives your station as their own. 
You have to program for your potential 
audience as well as for the loyal listener." 

On morning radio: 
"In morning radio, what you don't broad-
cast can cause your listeners to tune in to 
the competition within four minutes. When 
you wake up, how long will you sit still 
waiting to know, 'what kind of weather am 
I going to face today? Did I oversleep? 
Are the roads open?' Broadcast to your 
listener's lifestyle and always remember 
that most people have only half an hour 
to hear the information they need to start 
the day." 

On creativity: 
"Keeping WABC number one for fifteen 
years involved marketing a total product. 
We were constantly exploring new ways 
to increase our share and broaden our 
audience base. We never sat back to rest 

on our laurels, but always brainstormed 
for new ideas to catch the listener's 
imagination. We had Salvadore 
Dali judge the 30.000 Mona 
Lisa's painted by our listeners. 
We called ourselves WABeatle C. 

Programming and marketing 
decisions in radio today are 
driven by numbers, statistics 
and computer-interpreted data, 

often at the expense of plain 
common sense and showmanship. 

People are afraid to be creative 
unless it's been researched. But the 

longer I'm in radio the more 
obvious it becomes to me 

that we're in show 
business. The 

giant stations 
that 

dominate their markets year after year, 
like the long running hits on Broadway 
and the top ten movies, songs and books 
of the year, entertain with a capital " E". 
Station's that don't creatively entertain, 
first and foremost, are doomed to mechan-
ical mediocrity in their sound and their 
rating performance." 

On the listener: 
"We program and promote far more 
effectively once we realize that radio is 
only one small portion of the listener's 
life. People are bombarded by the media, 
by all kinds of information and entertain-
ment sources and by life itself. Eighty-five 
percent of all their input is visual. Radio 
people assume listeners are aware of their 
station because radio people spend their 
time in radio studios and offices. Radio is 
the center of their universe. The listener, 
on the other hand, catches fragments of 
our sound, sometimes for only brief 
moments. Once the broadcaster gets this 
realistic perspective on the listener, he 
becomes far more effective at devising 
tactics that win." 

On using a consultant: 
"Why use a consultant when you have 
a program director? Because the outside 
ears of an expert can let you know what 
you are doing wrong ‘. ery quickly. The 
program director and general manager 
are so close to the programming that they 
often lose perspective. The consultant 
helps them to stand back and get a forest-
size view of the product — hear the station 
the way the audience hears it. The 
consultant also helps them to hear the 
sound within the competitive context of 
the marketplace in which the station is 
attempting to win. Once this is done, the 
station can be ideally positioned, the 
programming optimized and the sound 
marketed to the target audience." 

Rick Sklar's clients benefit from 
strategies and tactics developed by 
America's dean of radio programmers 
during three decades of winning the rating 
wars. Let Radio's most experienced 
programming and marketing consultant 
save you months of misdirected efforts 
and on-air mistakes . . . so you can leap-
frog over you competition to exceed your 
rating and revenue goals. 

Call Rick Sklar at 212 370-0077 
Sklar Communications, Management, 
Marketing, Programming Consultants, 
100 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017 



Sales 

There's Money Ahead in Cruises  
How your station can get its share now that the cruise industry is 
beginning to think about radio. 

The cruise industry is booming 
and making headlines: As Time 
magazine noted in a headline ear-
lier this yeâ: "The cruise industry 
rides a new wave of success." 
Yet in many markets the oily 

radio exposure major cruise lines 
get is when the station gives away 
a trip. 
Jim Kissel, senior #ice'presiee- t 

of sales and marketing at RiSeal 
Caribbean Cruise Line Inc. in 
Miami, (305) 379-2601, earlier this 
month noted that his line isn't 
now advertising on the radio. 
But after discussing how the radio 

industry could market cruises, 
Kissel said he might direct more 
advertising dollars from Royal - 
the second-largest cruise line - 
toward radio. 

Eager to shake the image of a frumpy vacation, cruise ships are aiming their marketing 
at parents, younger people and even kids. 

Here's help in pitching the cruise 
industry: 
• Push your 35-plus audience. 

Kissel says the typical cruisers on 
his line are 35-54 year olds, usually 
couples, professional/managerial 
and living in the suburbs. 
A marketing study last year by 

Temple, Barker & Sloane Inc., 
showed the strongest segments of 
the US market for cruises to be 
people older than 45, those with 
$22,000 to $55,000 in income, those 
who aren't working and those who 
have no children under 12. 
The weakest segment, according 

to the study, are those under 45 
years old with incomes over 
$55,000. Also those who are career 
focused or have children aged six 
to 12. 

• Hot buttons for younger sta-
tions. The cruise industry is trying 
to project a younger image and lure 
in much younger cruisers. 
Royal Caribbean is showing po-

tential cruisers how to continue 
their exercise program aboard ship 
and is providing children and teen 
programs. 
Another popular misconception: 

Cruises are only for big eaters. 
Royal Caribbean's menus are ap-
proved by the American Heart 
Association. 
• Approach travel agencies about 

co-op advertising. There is money 
available, Kissel advises. He favors 
that route, noting that there are 
about 36,000 travel agencies across 
the nation and that they know 
more about their local markets 
than do the national cruise lines. 
• Hit on radio's precise target-

ing. Temple, Barker & Sloane last 
year advised the cruise industry to 
better target potential customer 
segments to increase business. 
• Latest cruise facts. The most-

typical cruise ticket costs between 
$1,001 and $3,000 according to the 
Temple, Barker & Sloane study. 
The average is $3,300. 

Sixty-five percent of the cruisers 
go by plane to the embarkation 
point. Cruises last an average of 
seven days. Younger customers 
favor the shorter cruises. Older 
customers favor the longer ones. 
• Show them your listeners like 

shorter cruises. The spenders and 
risk-takers among consumers are 
a prime market for that shorter 
cruise, according to the study. 
They are a key market for the fu-
ture because this group is growing. 
Where to go: Smaller cruise lines 

that hug the shore for long weekends, 
cruises in New England and else-
where aboard large sailing ships 
and other cruises that are easy to 
get to and last only a few days. 
Where to find them: Travel sec-

tions in newspapers, regional 
magazines. 
How to pitch them: Directly. 

Many don't have agencies. Em-
phasize the exotic nature of the 
cruise. The windjammer cruises in 
New England are a form of plea-
sure that won't appeal to everyone 
- but are bound to impress most 
people. -By Neill Borowski 
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Marketing and Promotion 

60-SECOND SEMINAR 

3 New Promotion Ideas 
Want different ways to dress up old standbys? Here are some 
successful station tricks. 

Here's a coast-to-coast "sampler" 
of recent promotions that paid off: 

1. Not just concerts - "Dream 
Concerts." That's what album-
rocker KHO-AM/FM, Minneapolis 
did. The prizes were trips to the 
dream concerts: A ride on the Con-
corde to watch Genesis in Paris; 
tickets to AC/DC in Cologne, 
West Germany. 
The station pays airfare and de-

luxe accommodations for two and, 
with the help of band promoters, 
throws in backstage parties with 
hard rocking stars. Runners-up got 
CDs, cassettes and LPs of their fa-
vorites. Nearly 300 listeners won 
prizes in the "Classic Adventure 
Series." Contestants were required 
to listen constantly for call-in clues. 
The names of grand prize winners, 
drawn from the pool of successful 
call-in finalists, were drawn from 
a barrel. 

2. Scavenger hunt - right in your 
local mall. KUBE-FM, Seattle 
asked listeners to search for 15 
items to qualify for a grand draw-
ing at a local shopping mall. The 
game started easy (fetch a cup of 
sand from a local beach) and pro-
gressively grew tougher (uncover a 
matchbook from a certain Seattle 
restaurant that happened to bum 
down six months ago). 

The 15th - and most difficult 
find on the hunt: A video tape of 
the listener/contestant, holding a 
KUBE-FM bumper sticker, on an 
11 p.m. local newscast. (One 
canny contestant met the require-
ment by standing behind George 
Bush on a Seattle campaign swing.) 
The winner received $ 10,000. 

The rest of the 26 finalists got $40 
to $ 100 apiece for a drawing that 
drew more than 1,000 people to a 
local mall. 

3. A new twist on key giveaways. 
Have keys unlock more than a 
Grand Am or a Mercedes. 
A blizzard of keys that don't fit 

an ignition creates disappoint-
ment for everyone but the person 
whose key starts the car. Why not 
have car key tumblers installed in 
makeshift safes at the dealership? 
If a key doesn't work on the car, it 
will unlock a safe holding a gift 
certificate, a glitsy watch, a pair of 
airline tickets or some other prize. 

If the trip to the dealership prom-
ises a real reward, the keys will 
generate more excitement for lis-
teners and goodwill for 
the dealer. -Br Mike Meyers 
Next month: More 

new promotion ideas. 

A police officer, judge and priest insured fair play in KUBE-FM's scavenger hunt, taking station officials off the hook when someone 

was disqualified for violating the rules. 

More Mileage 
From Your 
Promos 
Helpful hints to ensure success: 
• A scavenger hunt should be 

above-board and above-ground. 
Avoid buried treasure. The station 
risks liability for contestants who 
dig up public parks or private 
lawns as part of their search. 
• Make everyone a winner. 

Structure contests so that all who 
ieke part come home with a signifi-
cant prize. A T-shirt isn't enough 
to ease disappointment. 

la Limit the station's risk on dis-
count promotions by having mer-
chants bid to be part of the promo-
tion. When they accept $ 1,000, 
$2,000, $5,000 or some other 
amount to sell at deep discounts 
for a single day, the merchants 
agree to bear any costs not covered 
by up-front cash from the station. 
• Always ensure winners re-

ceive prizes with fanfare. A Min-
neapolis jewelry store, in a gaffe it 
won't soon forget, placed a dia-
mond among rhinestones in a fish 
bowl. Passersby were supposed to 
present their selection to the 
jeweler for inspection, many 
didn't. Somebody walked out the 
door with the diamond, but the 
jeweler doesn't know who it is, and 

the winner may not know 
himself. 
• Recruit indepen-
dent referees to 
oversee the rules 
of games and 

other competitions. 
KUBE-FM got a police 
officer, a judge and a 
priest to insure fair 
play. Ill 
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NEXT YEAR'S 
HOTTEST FORMATS 

Look for AC, "lite" AC 
and older-skewing music 
formats to dominate au-
dience ratings by the 
time 1989 starts. Expect 
AC programmers to hone 
their stations, but this 
process will likely breed 
too many similarities. 
The result: Far less differ-
ence between "lite" AC 
stations and regular AC. 
Another hot format in 
certain ethnic markets: 
Urban. Look for urban 
stations to finally begin 
to break the advertiser 
prejudice against them. 
Some progress — but not 
a lot. 

A-FROFITS AS 
MONEY-MAKERS  

Third party underwrit-
ing of advertising cam-
paigns by local non-profit 
organizations such as 
museums and orchestras 
will grow as a new cate-
gory for radio stations. 
This virtually untapped 
source of advertising dol-
lars involves taking a 
radio campaign for a non-
profit to a corporate 
sponsor and pitching the 
sponsor on behalf of the 
non-profit. The advertis-
ing campaign is a write-
off for the corporation. 
And the corporation also 
builds goodwill by get-
ting a tag line crediting it 
with the campaign at the 
end of the spot. -Michael 
Fezzey. general sales man-
ager. WJR-AM, Detroit. 

NEW INTEREST IN 
COLLEGE STUDENTS  

Many marketers who 
will tackle this market 
for the first time will stub 
their toes because they 
do not understand its 
special characteristics. 
The college population is 
a moving target, it largely 

Mks° 

And college students 
have a large amount of 
discretionary income, es-
timated to be as much as 
$2,700 a year. This mar-
ket cannot be reached by 
traditional advertising 
media since students 
don't watch television 
with any degree of regu-
larity nor do they spend 
time with nationally 
available print media. 
-David A. Weiss, president, 
Packaged Facts Inc. 

CHR REVOLUTION 
AROUND THE CORNER  

Not now, but some-
time in 1989 the .-ycle 
will be ripe for stations to 
return to CHR. What will 
happen? At least one more 
competitor in many mar-
kets will try to take ad-
vantage of a move back 
to current music. The 
present nostalgia stage 
("Dirty Dancing" and 
other factors) will run its 
course. The music indus-
try is pumped and ready 
for a return to hit music. 
Stations in need of a place 
to turn will go to CHR in 
increasing numbers. The 
trend should last three 
years before the shake-
out begins and the strong 
survive. 

NEW COMPUTER ACTIVATED 
DIRECT MAIL PIECES  

Endlessly searching for 
a direct mail piece that 
will interest listeners 
enough to open, radio 
stations will soon be 
sending mail pieces with 
codes. Bar codes that are 
read by computers. Com-
puters will work similar 
to the scanners used by 
many food stores to record 
prices. One difference 
though is the computer 
will read aloud the trans-
lation of the bar code with 
a computerized voice 
system. Direct mail 

e any form 

- business cards, post 
cards, etc. Stations can 
place scanners at a 
client's location for spe - 
cial contests when they 
buy an extensive sched-
ule. To create excite-
ment have everyone re-
ceive a prize even if it is 
only a ste.tion coffee mug. 
Award prizes immediate-
ly to create excitement. 
-Tim Menowsky, Greenwood 
Per formance Systems. 

MIDDAY PROGRAMMING 
CHANGES AHEAD  

Many CHR stations 
use trade publications 
such as Billboard and 
Radio & Records to keep 
up on what songs are hot. 
Tile problem is that some 
of these charts are influ-
enced by urban-crossover 
music. CHR stations 
who play urban-cross-
over and dance music 
during midday will even-
tually experience lis-
tener erosion. The fall 
books show this trend. 
This is due to the fact 
that listeners of CHR sta-
tions who work during 
the day don't usually care 
to listen to dance music 
while at the office. What 
will eventually happen is 
midday programming for 
mass appeal with a better 
blend of music. Stations 
not willing to cater mid-
day programming to a 
wider audience may event-
ually lose significant rev-
enue causing them to 
solve the problem by 
changing formats. -Randy 
Kabrich, program director, 

WRBO-FM, Tampa. 

AUTO ADVERTISERS TO 
PULL BACK ON RADIO 
THIS YEAR 

Watch for sharp move-
ment. The auto industry 
has derailed the normal 
trade-in/purchase cycle 
for consumers and that is 
beginning to impact their 
sales. Most effective 
strategy is helping deal-

ers through spots that 
demonstrate a reason to 
respond to the advertise-
ment. Or... state an end-
date to the sale price. 
Or... build consumer 
awareness through fre-
quency. Institutional ads 
are out. Emphasize price 
and item, promotions 
and sale events. Give the 
consumer a great price 
and give them a short 
deadline to respond. 
Radio can help to bring in 
people who might not be 
thinking of buying a new 
car yet. Newspapers 
can't. Keep in mind: 
Forty percent of the cars 
sold are sold in the last 
ten days of the month. 
Dealers are closing their 
financial books and are 
reaching for deals to get 
the cars off their lots (and 
liquidate their inventory 
loans). And consumers 
tend to buy late in the 
month to beat the next 
month's payment on 
their existing car loans. - 
Arnie Rothschild, general 
sales manager, WHAM-AM, 
Rochester. 

CHANGES AHEAD IN 
DIRECT MAIL  

With the price of post-
age rising, radio stations 
that rely on direct mail 
for marketing must pay 
more attention to how ef-
fective their messages 
are. Stations will dis-
cover they need not mail 
to everyone in their demo 
in the market. They need 
to mail only to their 
small target audience. 
However they need to 
continually mail to this 
small audience. Costs 
will not be judged on how 
much each piece costs or 
whether the piece is 
pretty or not. Costs will 
be judged on how effective 
the mailing is in directly 
boosting the Arbitron 
shares of the station. 
-Michael F. Gerhardt, presi-
dent, Direct Radio Strategies. 
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INCREASE 
SALES! 

ADD NEW 
CLIENTS! 

MAKE MORE 
MONEY! 

"For new sales development, one of the highest ROI decijionsÉ sales 
manager can make!" 

• 
0 f PORTUNITIES 

450 Mission Street, Suite 506, San Francisco, CA 94105 
(415) 777-5400 

Use the Co-Op 
Consultant 8 
Computerized 
Marketing 
System For 
Dramatic Results 

If you're about to make a 
new business commitment, 
pleas9 don't until you check 
out the Consultant -- the 
most respected new sales 
development program 
available. Even if co-op is 
not a priority, the Consultant 
can make you money. 

Be the first to reach 
prospects with the right 
proposal, precisely when 
people are ready to buy. 

Know which products and 
retailers are "hot" up to 
twelve months in advance. 

Deliver sales promotions 
that increase store traffic 
and sell more products 

Cut research time to 
minutes instead of hours. 

Increase selling time. 

Let the Consultant 
do your thinking and 
your work for you. 

We currently work with 
over 400 broadcasters. 
They make money using 
CO-OPPORTUNITIES. 
Why not you? 
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